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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION: 

Narrative: 

ation was initiated based upon information received from 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (b) (6), (b) (7)

(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

, Acquisition Law, Washington Headquarters Services (WHS), and 
Pentagon Force Protection Agency, Office of General Counsel (OGC), Pentagon, Washington 
D.C., indicating that Deap Ubhi, former GS-15 Digital Services Expert, Defense Digital Service 
(DDS), Pentagon, Washington, D.C.; and Victor Gavin, former Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Navy for Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Information Operations 
and Space (DASN C41/Space), Pentagon, Washington D.C.; allegedly violated the Procurement 
Integrity Act (PIA) and the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). Specifically, -

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) provided 

DCIS with information indicating that Ubhi and Gavin sought and negotiated employment with a 
potential Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) Cloud offeror, Amazon Web Services 
(A WS), Seattle, WA, while being personally and substantially involved in the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition process. Additionally, this investigation encompassed similar concerns addressed to 
the DoD OIG by members of the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Senate as well as allegations made 
by Oracle America, Incorporated (Oracle) Reston, VA, under DoD OIG Hotline complaint no. 
20190321-118339, dated March 21, 2019. Oracle submitted three supplemental Hotline 
complaints on May 20, June 13, and September 4, 2019, respectively. 

2. A WS is one of three segments operated by Amazon.com, Inc. (Amazon), Seattle, WA. A WS 
provides a wide range of cloud computing services to private sector companies, government 
agencies, and academic institutions. 

3. The JEDI Cloud procurement is a single-award, Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity 
(IDIQ), Firm Fixed Price (FFP) contract valued at not to exceed $10 billion dollars. The period 
of performance of the resulting IDIQ contact is structured as a two-year base ordering period, 
with two option periods of three years (if exercised), and one additional option period of two 
years (if exercised), for a potential total of 10 years. 

4. In September 2017, Patrick Shanahan, former Deputy Secretary of Defense, established a 
new initiative to accelerate cloud adoption through an acquisition for commercial cloud at all 
security classification levels and created the Cloud Executive Steering Group (CESG). At the 
direction of the CESG, DDS participated in multiple types of market research activities including 
one-on-one vendor meetings and cloud focus sessions with DoD offices and industry thought 
leaders. 

5. DDS serves as an organization composed of commercially experienced software developers, 
software designers, product managers and problem solvers within DoD. DDS specializes on 
specific projects or programs in a "hands-on" way to materially improve DoD digital services. 
The Director of DDS reports directly to the Offices of the Secretary of Defense and Deputy 
Secretary of Defense. 
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6. Shanahan directed Jay Gibson, DoD Chief Management Officer; Essye Miller, Acting DoD 
Chieflnformation Officer (CIO); Robert Daigle, Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation, and 
Chris Lynch, Director, DDS, to lead implementation of the initial enterprise cloud acquisition 
that would be known as "JEDI Cloud." In January 2018, Shanahan established the Cloud 
Computing Program Office (CCPO) to support and execute JEDI Cloud and related efforts. In 
June 2018, the CCPO was moved under the DoD CIO. 

7. On July 26, 2018, the WHS, Acquisition Directorate, Alexandria, VA, released the JEDI 
combined synopsis/solicitation for commercial items Request for Proposal (RFP) via RFP No. 
HQ0034-18-R-0077 on the Federal Business Opportunities website as a full and open 
competition. The RFP closed on October 9, 2018. The JEDI procurement is currently in the pre
award phase and no contract has been awarded. The objective of the JEDI Cloud acquisition is 
to acquire infrastructure and serve as a platform to support DoD business and mission operations. 

8. From September 2018 to October 2018, Oracle filed multiple pre-award bid protests 
challenging the aspects of the JEDI Cloud acquisition with the U.S. Government Accountability 
Office (GAO), Washington, D.C. Among the issues presented by Oracle to the GAO was that 
the DoD failed to properly consider any potential Conflict oflnterest (COi) posed by Ubhi. On 
November 14, 2018, the GAO issued a final decision and denied Oracle's pre-award protests. 
GAO concluded the following: "(1) Agency's determination to pursue a single-award approach 
to obtain cloud services under an IDIQ contract is consistent with statute and regulation where 
agency reasonably determines that a single-award approach is in the Government's best interests 
for various reasons, including national security concerns. (2) Agency has provided reasonable 
support for all of the solicitation provisions that protester asserts exceed the agency's needs; and 
(3) Protester's allegations regarding conflicts of interest do not provide a basis for sustaining the 
protest." 

9. International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), Bethesda, MD, also filed a bid protest 
with the GAO on October 10, 2018. IBM asserted that the RFP provisions leading to a single
award IDIQ contract were contrary to statute and regulation; the terms of the solicitation exceed 
the agency's needs; and the agency failed to properly consider potential COi. On December 11, 
2018, GAO dismissed IBM's protest because IBM allegations were similar to the assertions filed 
in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims (COFC), Washington, D.C. by Oracle. GAO ruled that IBM 
assertions were being addressed before a court of competent jurisdiction. 

10. On December 10, 2018, Oracle filed a bid protest lawsuit with COFC. The bid protest 
expanded upon challenges Oracle previously filed with the GAO from September to October 
2018. In their federal bid protest filing, Oracle claimed the contracting process was flawed and 
unfair, and Ubhi and Gavin were personally and substantially involved in the JEDI procurement 
and had underlying relationships and prejudices that caused COis to taint the acquisition. On 
July 12, 2019, Senior Judge Eric Bruggink, COFC, ruled on the allegations made by Oracle, 
including the alleged COis between AWS and former DoD officials. The court stated, "We 
conclude as well that the contracting officer's findings that an organizational conflict of interest 
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does not exist and that individual conflicts of interest did not impact the procurement were not 
arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law." 

11. On February 4, 2019, DCIS Agents interviewed- to discuss the initial COi allegations 
that Oracle presented to the GAO and the COFC. During the interview, - reported Ubhi 
did not influence the JEDI procurement as alleged by Oracle. She explained that the review and 
the decision making process used throughout the JEDI Cloud acquisition cycle was a 
collaborative effort across the DoD, and was unable to be manipulated or influenced by a single 
person. 

12. Because of the complexity, contract value, and potential bid protests, the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition was reviewed by multiple stakeholders, including the offices of DoD Defense 
Procurement and Acquisition Policy and the DoD CIO to ensure the acquisition would be 
conducted in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. - emphasized that no one 
person had the ability to influence the many decisions that went into the development of the 
JEDI Cloud acquisition. As such, no single person could have influenced or steered the 
acquisition in a certain direction without collaboration and concurrence among the many people 
involved in the procurement as well as obtaining approvals at multiple levels. 

ex lained that rior to the solicitation phase of the acquisition 
(b) (6) (b) (7)(C) 

WHS, Acquisitions Directorate, identified five instances in 
which individuals were provided access to procurement sensitive information. - examined 
these instances and conducted an investigation into potential COi concerns related to five DoD 
employees pursuant to the FAR Part § 3 .104-7-Violations or Possible Violations. With the 
exception ofUbhi, DoD ethics officials concluded that no COi violation occurred because these 
individuals did not participate personally and subs-in the acquisition. This investigation 
was conducted prior to the issues raised by Oracle. documented her findings in a 
Memorandum for the Record (MFR), "Contracting Officer's Assessment of No Impact Under 48 
CFR § 3.104-7," dated July 23, 2018. - investigated the following DoD officials to 
determine if they violated the PIA or the FAR: 

• 
• 
• Anthony DeMartino, Former Deputy Chief of Staff, Office of the Secretary of Defense & 

Chief of Staff, Deputy Secretary of Defense; 
• Sally Donnelly, Former Senior Advisor to Secretary of Defense and Special Assistant, 

Office of the Secretary of Defense; and 
• Deap Ubhi. 

14. - found that the aforementioned individuals did not negatively impact the integrity of 
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the JEDI Cloud acquisition. She reached her conclusion based in part from the information that 
they self-disclosed to DoD officials. 

15. DCIS received no allegations or information conflicting with-
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) conclusion regarding 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

16. DCIS received claims indicating DeMartino and Donnelly attempted to influence 
the acquisition and steer the acquisition towards A WS. DCIS found that neither DeMartino nor 
Donnelly participated personally and substantially in the JEDI Cloud acquisition. DCIS found 
DeMartino's official duties included scheduling and attending meetings on behalf of the 
Secretary and Deputy Secretary. He provided weekly updates on DoD matters, some of which 
included those relative to the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

17. DeMartino did have access to JEDI Cloud's pre-decisional documents and discussions 
pertaining to the acquisition; however, his perfunctory role during these meetings was as a note 
taker. DeMartino had no input or involvement in any JEDI Cloud specific procurement 
documents, to include the reviewing or drafting of the Draft Solicitation Package, the 
Acquisition Strategy, Business Case Analysis, or other pre-decisional sensitive documents 
relative to the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

18. DCIS found Donnelly was never involved in matters pertaining to the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition. DCIS determined from witnesses and review of JEDI Cloud records, that neither 
DeMartino nor Donnelly had access to the DDS's Google Drive or the communications tool, 
known as "Slack", which were used to discuss and store procurement sensitive information and 
documents. DCIS also found that they did not provide any inputs into the development of the 
requirements for the JEDI Cloud acquisition. Both DeMartino and Donnelly resigned from the 
DoD prior to issuance of the JEDI Cloud RFP on July 26, 2018. 

19. DCIS found no evidence indicating that Donnelly or DeMartino contacted or attempted to 
contact any member of the JEDI Cloud acquisition team in an effort to influence any decisions 
towards any particular vendor at any stage of the procurement process. Rather, both left their 
federal positions prior to the completion of the JEDI Cloud RFP and before proposals were 
received. Additionally, members of the JEDI Cloud source selection team were not identified or 
appointed until after Donnelly and DeMartino departed the DoD. JEDI Cloud information 
provided to the offices of the Secretary of Defense and the Deputy Secretary of Defense during 
DeMartino and Donnelly's tenure only consisted of broad pre-solicitation and status information 
that would not have been considered "proprietary" or "Source Selection Information." 

20. Review ofUbhi's electronic Official Personnel Folder revealed he worked for the DoD 
from August 22, 2016 to November 24, 2017. He was hired under the President Management 
Agenda Smarter Information Technology Delivery initiative as a Digital Services Expert, GS-
15/10. Ubhi received a temporary appointment under this program and was assigned to the 
DDS. Ubhi supported the DoD by bringing private sector practices, talent, and technology to 
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improve the way the DoD builds and delivers software. Ubhi's major duties included digital 
service delivery, talent management, stakeholder engagement, and cross-departmental impact. 
Ubhi supported various DoD efforts including a project to streamline the Military Entrance 
Processing Station process. Prior to joining DDS, Ubhi worked for AWS as a Startup Manager 
in San Francisco, CA from approximately January 2014 to January 2016. 

21. According to--
(b) (6), (b) (7) (b) (6), (b) (7) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(C) (C) was aware , vetted Ubhi 

and all members of his household about potential financial interests, upon his appointment to 
DDS. Based on the information that Ubhi provided, -

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) determined he did not have any 

financial interests that could impair his ability to participate in the JEDI Cloud acquisition. The 
oral consultation included questions about any stock ownership and outstanding bonus or stock 
options. -

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) explained that on September 13, 2017, 21 months after leaving AWS, Ubhi was 

assigned to work on the JEDI Cloud acquisition. Because greater than one year had lapsed 
between when Ubhi's A WS employment ended and when his participation in the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition started, no restrictions were attached to Ubhi' s participation in the procurement as 
none were required. 

22. Ubhi supported the JEDI Cloud acquisition from September 13, 2017 to October 31, 2017. 
Chris Lynch, Director, selected Ubhi to be a Product Manager on the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 
As a Product Manager, Ubhi was responsible for leading a team of engineers, designers, and 
other assigned employees to work on a particular designated project. This position differs from 
and is subordinate to the Program Manager who is responsible for the cost, schedule and 
performance of a specific project. The Program Manager has the authority to accomplish 
program objectives for development, production, and sustainment of systems and is accountable 
to the milestone decision authority. 

23. Ubhi conducted market research and outreach to determine if commercial items or non
developmental items were available to meet the needs of the DoD. Market research involved 
contacting subject matter and industry experts who could provide information about market 
capabilities that would be able to meet the Government's requirements. Ubhi's market research 
activities were conducted before other critical steps of the acquisition cycle began. 

24. Ubhi also participated in drafting the Problem Statement and the Request for Information 
(RFI) in support of the JEDI Cloud ac uisition. How.:;.the Problem Statement was ultimately 
completed by 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
, DDS. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) replaced Ubhi after his recusal on 

October 31, 2017. 

25. On 
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

(b) (5), (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
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27. DCIS found no evidence that Ubhi introduced any biased questions into the RFI. DCIS also 
found that the questions went through a rigorous technical and legal review by DDS and WHS 
personnel assigned to the JEDI Cloud acquisition. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported that Ubhi contributed a total 

of eight questions to the RFI, all of which were contained within two sentences. Additionally, 
Ubhi did not have access to the RFI responses received on November 17, 2017. 

28. DCIS found that Ubhi as art of a three-member team which included-
(b) (6), (b) (7) (b) (6),
(C) and. (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
, DDS, attended five vendor 

meetings and met with representatives from the following companies: 1. Nutanix, 2. AWS, 3. 
Microsoft, 4. VMware, and 5. Google. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

• On October 12, 2017, the team attended a vendor meeting with Nutanix's representatives. 
-
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded that the information Ubhi obtained during the Nutanix vendor meeting 
was not proprietary. Even ifUbhi revealed the information, it would not have given AWS 
or any other prospective offeror an unfair competitive advantage because the information 
was publicly available to all competitors. 

• On October 18, 2017, the team attended a vendor meeting with A WS' s representatives. 
• On October 19, 2017, the team attended a vendor meeting with Microsoft's 

representatives. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded that the information Ubhi obtained during the 

Microsoft vendor meeting was not competitively useful. Even if Ubhi revealed the 
information, it would not have given A WS or any other offeror an unfair competitive 
advantage because the information was publicly available to all competitors and/or was 
related to general concepts and practices of Cloud Services. 

• On October 24, 2017, the team attended a vendor meeting with VMware's 
representatives. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded Ubhi obtained during the VMware vendor meeting 

was not competitively useful. Even if Ubhi revealed the information, it would not have 
given A WS or any other prospective offeror an unfair competitive advantage because the 
information was publicly available to all competitors. 

• On October 26, 2017, the team attended a vendor meeting with Google's representatives. 
-
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) found that the information Ubhi obtained during the Google vendor meeting was 
not competitively useful. Even ifUbhi revealed the information, it would not have given 
A WS or any other offeror an unfair competitive advantage because the information was 
publicly available to all competitors. 
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A WS extended Ubhi an offer on October 25, 2017, which 
Ubhi accepted on October 27, 2017. Ubhi rejoined AWS as a Senior M.a er, Startup Program 
Management in A WS Business Development on November 27, 2017. 

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) opined that Ubhi's 

actions may: have triggered a COi violation and it warranted an external investigation by the 
DoD OIG. -

(b) (6), (b) (b) (6), (b) (7)
(7)(C) also indicated that-(C) was conducting a follow-up COi investigation to 

reassess ifUbhi's misrepresentation compromised the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

2019000746-60NV-

29. On October 31, 2017, Ubhi contacted-
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) and said that Amazon had approached him with 

an interest in purchasing his start-up company Tablehero. Ubhi explained that he was the 
founder of Tablehero and that as the fo~e would soon be engaging in discussions with 
Amazon, the parent company of A WS. -

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) immediately advised Ubhi to stop all work on the 

JEDI Cloud acquisition and contact the DoD Standards of Conduct Office (SOCO) for further 
guidance. 

30. On October 31, 2017, Ubhi called 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

, DoD Office of General 
Counsel, SOCO, Pentagon, Washin n was interested in bu in 
com an identified as Tablehero. 

(b) (6), (b) (b) (5), (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(7)(C)

31. On November 13 2017 Ubhi submitted a letter ofresignation to Chris Lynch, Director, 
DDS, and 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
DDS stating that his last day with DDS would be 

November 24, 2017. Ubhi told Lynch and 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

that he would have to leave the DoD 
because he may have to work for Amazon for the business deal to be consummated. On 
November 6, 2017, Ubhi emailed Lynch stating: "I heard from both diligence teams today; 
lawyers for both deals that we're going through right now have indicated, with little room for 
interpretation, that I would need to be a gainfully employed FTE with the ongoing concern for 
the deal to be consummated. One of the deals is moving faster than the other, as they're looking 
to close in a few weeks, and so it seems that I have no choice but to begin planning my transition 
out of DDS." 

32. On March 4, 2019, a second intervi~ 
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) was conducted to discuss the content ofan 

unsolicited letter that AWS e-mailed to~ebruary 
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) 12, 2019. The letter was marked 

"Confidential and Pro rie -Not Sub'ect to FOIA", dated Febru 12, 2019. 
(b) (4)
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34. On April 1, 2019, DCIS a 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

reported that she vetted Ubhi for 
~ served as 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) October2018,-(b) (6), (b)(7)(C) became■ (b)
(6),

-
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

for the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) said Ubhi participated personally (b) and 

substantially in the JEDI acquisition. However, she explained Ubhi left DDS before the JEDI 
acquisition team generated and received data marked as "Source Selection Information." -

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C)

emphasized Ubhi did not have access to information that would have given A WS a competitive 
advantage in the source selection process. 

35. It was -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) recollection that Ubhi signed a combined Nondisclosure Agreement 

DA /COI form before the issuance of the JEDI Cloud ac uisition RFP. She o ined 
(b) (5), (b) (6),
(b) (7)(C), (b)
(7)(E)

36. On April 4, 2019, DCIS Agents interviewed 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

, DDS. 
-
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported that he was responsible for removing Ubhi's access to the JEDI team Google 
Drive. He explained the JEDI Cloud acquisition team used Google Drive to store, generate, and 
share information in support of the acquisition. Google Drive encompasses Google Docs, 
Google Sheets, and Google Slides, which are a part of an office suite that permits collaborative 
editing of documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. Ubhi's access to the JEDI Cloud Drive 
was removed the same day he recused himself from the acquisition. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported that there 

was no JEDI "Source Selection Information" or "Procurement Sensitive Data" stored on the 
drives during Ubhi's tenure. 

37. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported that the JEDI Cloud Source Selection files were stored on a separate drive 

within the JEDI Google Dri 
(b) (7)(E)

e said Ubhi never had access to the 
files containin "Source Sel 

(b) (7)(E)

38. -
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) was also heavily involved in the vendor mee~eparations and activities, and 

attended all of the vendor meetings that Ubhi attended. -
(b) (6), (b) (7) (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) provided-(C) the following 

information: preparations for the vendor meetings included the collaborative development of a 
list of scripted questions to be asked in all vendor meeting sessions, each of which was 60-90 
minutes in duration. The only questions asked of the vendor were from the list that was vetted 
and approved via a rigorous technical and legal review. The questions were developed prior to 
the meetings, or were tightly scoped follow up questions germane to the original, scripted 
questions. 
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(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

During the follow-up investigation, she interviewed witnesses and reviewed pertinent documents 
in an effort to ascertain: (1) whether anyone in the DoD knew that information used for the July 
MFR was inaccurate; (2) determine if the new information concerning Ubhi's AWS employment 
would lead anyone to adjust their opinion about whether Ubhi attempted to influence critical 
decisions; and (3) to obtain other previously unknown or undisclosed information. 

2019000746-60NV-

39. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) stated Ubhi's role in the vendor meetings, wa~ficantly limited because the 

vendor meetings largely focused on technical questions. -
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) advised that Ubhi was a 

"business-oriented person," who neither formulated nor asked technical questions. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

related that Ubhi asked roughly "20% of the questions" (all non-technical in nature) in the 
vendor meetings, and did not exhibit any bias during or after the meetings via the notes. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

stated that his review of the document history of the vendor meeting notes substantiated this 
recollection. According to -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) Ubhi contributed only six words for all meetings to include 

A WS. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) also stated that Ubhi did not introduce any biased questions into these vendor 

meetings. 

41. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded Ubhi violated FAR 3 .101-1-Standards of Conduct and may have violated

18 U.S.C. § 208-Acts affecting a personal interest, and its implementing regulations. She also 
determined that there was no impact on the pending award or selection of a contractor in 
accordance with FAR 3 .104-7-Violations or Possible Violations. She found no evidence that 
Ubhi's participation in the preliminary stages of the JEDI Cloud acquisition planning had any 
substantive impact on the procurement decisions. She also assessed whether Ubhi's participation
in the preliminary stages of the JEDI Cloud acquisition planning introduced any bias in favor of 
A WS on the procurement decisions or documents; or whether Ubhi obtained or disclosed any 
competitively useful non-public information. She found no evidence indicating Ubhi tainted the 
procurement or that he provided non-public information to A WS. 

 

 

42. During the course of the follow-up investigation, -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) learned that between December 31, 

2016 and August 21, 2017, Ubhi had 12 contacts with Amazon officials as he pursued business 
interests outside of the DoD. None of them came to fruition, and they all occurred prior to the 
initiation of the acquisition for a commercial cloud project. Hence, it was not relevant to her 
review in response to Oracle's protest. She also established, based on AWS's letter and her 
review, that Ubhi did provide false information to DDS and AWS while he was assigned to the 
JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

43. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) also received information indicating that former Department of the Navy (DON) 

official, Victor Gavin, participated personally and substantially in a JEDI Cloud meeting while 
recused from participating in particular matters pertaining to AWS. From November 2016 to 
June 2018, Gavin provided acquisition guidance, oversight, and policy expertise to Program 
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Executive Organizations and other members of the DON acquisition community engaged in C4I, 
Space, and Information Technology matters. 

44. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) found that Gavin attended two meetings pertaining to the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

Specifically, on October 5, 2017, Gavin attended the first pre-award JEDI meeting as part of the 
CESG' s research into the results of existing cloud migration efforts. Gavin provided information 
on the DON' s experience with cloud services. 

45 . On January 11, 2018, Gavin submitted a "Request for Disqualification from Duties" to the 
DON requesting to be excluded from, and relieved of, all matters and responsibilities affecting 
the financial interests of AWS. On January 15, 2018, Gavin interviewed with AWS, and 
received a job offer from AWS on March 29, 2018. Gavin accepted the job offer on April 2, 
2018. Gavin retired from federal service on June 1, 2018, and joined AWS on June 18, 2018. 
According to A WS, his job title is Principal, Federal Technology and Business Development. 

46. On April 5, 2018, Gavin attended the second JEDI Cloud meeting wherein the acquisition 
team briefed the draft JEDI Acquisition Strategy. -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported Gavin did not show any bias 

towards any vendor during the meeting. Furthermore, Gavin did not provide any suggested edits 
for the draft Acquisition Strategy document before, during, or after the meeting. 

47. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded Gavin's attendance at the October 2017 meeting did not constitute 

personal and substantial participation in the JEDI Cloud acquisition. However, regarding the 
April 2018 meeting, she determined that Gavin's attendance might have constituted personal and 
substantial participation in the JEDI Cloud procurement because he had accepted a job offer with 
AWS. 

48. Despite his attendance at the April 2018 meeting, -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded that Gavin's actions did 

not impact the pending award or selection of a contractor under the JEDI Cloud procurement 

ii
because his participation was in advance of the issuance of the RFP. Additionally, Gavin did not 

·de any inputs into or have access to nonpublic JEDI Cloud "Source Selection Information." 
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) stated that the draft Acquisition Strategy was subsequently revised after April 2018, 
including revision to the JEDI Cost Profile. Gavin was not provided a revised version of the 
Acquisition Strategy. 

49. On May 15, 2019, DCIS interviewed-
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) to discuss whether Ubhi ' s and Gavin' s post

Government employment created either an organizational conflict of interest (OCI) or a personal 
COi. She reported Ubhi ~ sented the facts about his recusal to the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition. According to -

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) Ubhi sought and negotiated employment with A WS while 

being personally and substantially involved in the acquisition. Ubhi failed to recuse himself 
from the acquisition in a timely manner and lied to DoD ethics officials about the circumstances 
of his recusal. Nonetheless, she stated Ubhi's actions did not taint or jeopardize the acquisition. 

50. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) reported A WS cooperated with her office during the follow-up COi investigation. 
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She stated A WS provided affidavits from Ubhi, Gavin, and A WS employees. - said Ubhi 
did not formulate the idea of having a single-award contract for this effort. She stated Ubhi and 
Gavin neither had the authority nor the ability to influence the implementation of a single-award 
strategy. tlal stated Ubhi attended meetings where officials discussed the single-award 
versus the multiple award decision; however, she explained they held multiple discussions and 
meetings about this issue after Ubhi left the DoD. She said Ubhi favored a single-award 
contract, although it was a common practice in the private sector to use a single-vendor cloud 
provider and was the collaborative opinion of the CESG. 

51. - further explained that Ellen Lord, Under Secretary of Defense, Acquisition & 
Sustainment (A&S), Pentagon, Washington, D.C., was responsible for signing a Determination 
and Findings (D&F), dated July 19, 2018, authorizing WHS to award an IDIQ contract to a 
single source. The D&F is a special form of written approval by an authorized official that is 
required by statute or regulation as a prerequisite to taking certain contract actions such as the 
award of an IDIQ contract to a single source. 

52. According to - Ubhi's overall participation in the acquisition subjected him to PIA 
restrictions. She explained that Government lawyers assigned to the JEDI Cloud acquisition 
team took a conservative approach in determ- hich individu 1 rt· · t d 11 and 
~ quisition. She advised · · · fllffll 

I I I 

md 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 

_ , assisted her during the investigation. 

, had 
an e-mail exchange with Ubhi regarding potential job responsibilities if Ubhi were to rejoin his 
team at AWS. On October 4, 2017, Ubhi responded with a "verbal commitment" to join■ 
- team. Concurrently in October 2017, Ubhi attended several vendor meetings and 
simultaneously conducted post-Government employment discussions with A WS. On October 
27, 2017, Ubhi acce- ed an official A WS job offer and on November 27, 2017, Ubhi returned to 
work at A WS under · · · team. 

54. - also explained she conducted an OCI analysis to determine whether A WS received 
nonpublic JEDI Cloud acquisition information, competitor information or any other information 
that would have provided A WS with an unfair competitive advantage over other contractors. 
' '"' reported she reviewed A WS' s OCI Plan, dated October 8, 2018, to assess what measures 
AWS implemented to avoid or mitigate any perceived OCI pertaining to the hiring ofUbhi. She 
found A WS firewalled Ubhi from A WS' s JEDI proposal activities. She concluded Ubhi did not 
provide A WS with non-public information that would have given A WS a competitive advantage 
in the acquisition process, and concluded that no OCI issues were identified during the 
acquisition. 

55. - told DCIS Agents that Gavin did not participate in the formulation of the JEDI Cloud 
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strategy. -
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

did not believe Gavin participated personally and substantially in the JEDI 
Cloud acquisition. 

60. DCIS Agents reviewed in consultation with Assistant United States Attorneys from the 
United States Attorney's Office (USAO) for the Eastern District of Virginia (EDV A), copies of 
all the affidavits that A WS' s em lo ees submitted to 

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) in su ort of the follow-u 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

61. Review of affidavits and other A WS records indicated Ubhi was hired as a Senior 
Manager, Startup Program Management, and his office was located in San Francisco, CA. Ubhi 
is a member of the AWS Worldwide Commercial Sales (WCS) group. The AWS WCS is a 
group separate and distinct by both role and reporting chain from the AWS Worldwide Public 
Sector (WWPS) group that includes the AWS JEDI team. The scope ofUbhi's role on the AWS 
WCS team is to define and build products that serves the needs of commercial startup 
companies. Ubhi does not support or interface with A WS WWPS or Government agencies. In 
regards to Gavin, DCIS found his current position includes business, technology, and strategy 
development for federal A WS customers. Review of A WS records confirmed Gavin did not 
participate in the preparation of AWS's JEDI Cloud proposal. 

62. AWS stated that Ubhi has not (1) supported AWS WWPS; (2) been involved in any AWS 
JEDI proposal activities; (3) had any substantive communications regarding the JEDI 
procurement with any AWS employee; and (4) has not disclosed any non-public information 
relating to the JEDI procurement to anyone at AWS. Upon Ubhi's appointment in November 
2017, AWS implemented a firewall isolating Ubhi from all of AWS's JEDI-related information 
and activities and restricted the JEDI Proposal Team from communicating with Ubhi. On May 
11, 2018, AWS notified Ubhi of the firewall, banned Ubhi from having either direct or indirect 
contact with the JEDI Proposal Team, and banned him from disclosing any information related 
to the JEDI procurement to any AWS employee. In Ubhi's affidavit dated October 8, 2018, he 
stated that he complied with all aspects of the firewall and did not have any discussions with 
anyone at A WS aboilit an non-public information he may have learned regarding the JEDI 
Cloud acquisition. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) concluded in her follow-up investigation that from November 2017 to 

May 2018, an effective firewall separated Ubhi from the AWS WWPS group and the AWS JEDI 
team. 

63 . A WS reported that they notified Gavin of the firewall informally on July 26, 2018, and 
instructed him via e-mail on July 31, 2018, that he was strictly prohibited from disclosing any 
non-public information about DoD's JEDI procurement to any AWS employee. AWS included 
an e-mail from Gavin acknowledging the existence of the firewall. Gavin agreed to comply with 
the terms of the firewall . He further confirmed that he did not provide any non-public 
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information with regard to the JEDI procurement prior to the initiation of the firewall . 
Additionally, Gavin submitted an affidavit confirming his compliance with the firewalls and that 
he did not, at any time, provide any non-public information regarding JEDI to anyone at A WS. 

64. On June 20, 2019, DCIS interviewed-
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) and stated Ubhi called him to seek ethics 

guidance pertaining to a potential business deal between Amazon and Ubhi's start-up company, 
Tablehero. 

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) confirmed that Ubhi contacted him on October 31 2017. 

(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) advised Ubhi 

(b) (5), (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

65. -
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) stated that Ubhi was not required to file the OGE Form 278e, Public Financial 

Disclosure Report, or the OGE Form 450, Confidential Financial Disclosure Report. Ubhi did 
not have a legal requirement or an obligation to notify SOCO after he initiated the alleged 
business discussion between Amazon and Tablehero. He also stated Ubhi did not have to consult 
with SOCO to seek an ethics opinion before he initiated post-Government employment 
discussions with AWS. 

66. -
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) explained that certain DoD employees have a requirement to request a written ethics 

opinion from the DoD SOCO regarding post-Government employment activities. This 
requirement applies to a DoD employee who participated personally and substantially in an 
acquisition with a value in excess of $10 million and who serves or served in: ( 1) an Executive 
Schedule position; (2) a SES position; (3) Flag Officer position; or (4) in the position of program 
manager, deputy program manager, procuring contracting officer, administrative contracting 
officer, source selection authority, member of the source selection evaluation board, or chief of a 
financial or technical evaluation. Ubhi did not serve in any of the aforementioned positions. 

67. -
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) said Ubhi would have received the same advice whether he was negotiating 

em lo ment with A WS or ursuin a business deal with Amazon. He would have advised Ubhi 
(b) (5), (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (5), (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

68. During the course of the investigation, DCIS interviewed: (1) DoD officials directly involved 
in the JEDI Cloud acquisition; (2) DoD ethics officials; and (3) former DoD co-workers of Gavin 
and Ubhi to determine whether these individuals influenced or compromised the acquisition. 
Additionally, DCIS reviewed: (1) DoD e-mail accounts; (2) JEDI Cloud acquisition documents; 
(3) records submitted to the GAO and the COFC by the DoD; and (4) supporting records 
provided to the DoD by A WS in response to the bid protests and the COi allegations. 

69. DCIS examined business and employment communications that took place between Ubhi 
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and AWS personnel from September 2016 to August 2017, prior to his assignment to JEDI. The 
results of these discussion resulted in an unsuccessful effort in the sale Ubhi' s company 
'Tablehero" as well as a rejected job offer. Since Ubhi was not required to file an OGE 450 and 
because these communications took place prior to Ubhi' s assignment to JEDI, there were no 
statutory or other related prohibitions that required him to report such communications. 

70. DCIS determined the following salient facts : (1) Ubhi engaged in employment discussions 
and subsequently accepted a position with A WS while assigned to support the JEDI Cloud 
acquisition; (2) Ubhi never mentioned or reported to the DoD that he was seeking and 
negotiating employment with AWS; (3) Ubhi recused himself from the JEDI Cloud acquisition 
and resigned from the DoD prior to receiving RFI responses, issuance of the RFP, and before any 
bid proposals were received; and ( 4) Ubhi misrepresented the actual reasons for his recusal and 
departure from the DoD as there were no active business discussions between A WS and Ubhi 
pertaining to Tablehero. 

71. In accordance with 41 U.S.C. § 2103 (Actions required of procurement officers when 
contacted regarding non-Federal employment), an agency official who is participating personally 
and substantially in an acquisition over the simplified acquisition threshold must report 
employment contacts with bidders or offerors. Additionally, FAR 3.104-5 (b)-Disqualification, 
states that an agency official who must disqualify himself or herself pursuant to 3 .104-3( c )(1 )(ii) 
must promptly submit written notice of disqualification from further participation in the 
procurement to the contracting officer, the source selection authority if other than the contracting 
officer, and the agency official's immediate supervisor. As a minimum, the notice must: (1) 
Identify the procurement; (2) Describe the nature of the agency official's participation in the 
procurement and specify the approximate dates or time period of participation; and (3) Identify 
the offeror and describe its interest in the procurement. Based on the FAR "offeror" means 
offeror or bidder and an "offer" means a response to a solicitation that, if accepted, would bind 
the offeror to perform the resultant contract. Consistent with COCF's ruling dated July 26, 2019, 
it does not appear that Ubhi violated this particular section of the FAR and Title 41 (Public 
Contracts) because AWS was not an offeror at the time ofUbhi's recusal from the acquisition. 

72. In accordance with FAR 3 .104-1 (Definitions), "Participating personally and substantially in 
a Federal agency procurement" means active and significant involvement of an official in any of 
the following activities directly related to that procurement: (1) Drafting, reviewing, or 
approving the specification or statement of work for the procurement; (2) Preparing or 
developing the solicitation; (3) Evaluating bids or proposals, or selecting a source; (4) 
Negotiating price or terms and conditions of the contract; and (5) Reviewing and approving the 
award of the contract. Ubhi may not have conducted any of the aforementioned activities when 
assigned to the acquisition. Ubhi departed the DoD before evaluation factors were crafted and 
did not provide input regarding any draft of the RFP. 

73. The following table lists a chronology of significant events related to Ubhi and the JEDI 
Cloud acquisition. 
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DATE 
January 2014-
Janu 2016 

Janu 1,2016 

Au ust 22, 2016 
December 1, 2016 

EVENT 
Ubhi worked for A WS as a cloud technology expert for Startups, 
Accelerators, and Incubators. 
Ubhi resigned from A WS and discusses possible partnership between 
his com an Table Hero and Amazon restaurants. 
Ubhi began employment with DoD as a Digital Services Expert for 
DDS. 

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 
, Ubhi' s , met Ubhi for 

coffee in San Francisco, CA. Ubhi said he was contemplating leaving 

+ the DoD. 1--=-..:....:..:::....:::..:=,,_....:..2.-=..:--=-Febru 7, 2017 -.:.._-
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 

me, 
(b) (4) (b) (6) (b) (7)(C) 

A ril 26, 2017 

June-Jul 2017 1-----~---

Ubhi interviewed with the EMEA team in June 2017 for a position and 
received an offer to "oin the EMEA team on Jul 25, 2017. --+------
Ub hi emailed and Ubhi said he would like to develop a 
new business within Amazon. Ubhi wanted to convince Amazon's 
executives to et into the healthcare business. June 6, 2017 

t--------''--------+m 
emailed Ubhi and said that Amazon has a team assigned 

to ex lore healthcare o ortunities. June 9, 2017 
i----~--------t----------,,, --------------------< 

Ubhi replied to email and said he wanted to share his 
June 9, 2017 thesis with them. 
Au ust 4, 2017 Ubhi declined the offer to re"oin AWS EMEA. 1---~-~-----+------ ___________ _, 

Au ust 6, 2017 

Au ust 20, 2017 

Amazon, and presented his 
on should look like. 

that there was not immediate opportunity at 
Amazon in healthcare and thanked him for his su ort. Au ust 21, 2017 
Deputy Secretary Shanahan issues "Accelerating Cloud Adoption" 
memorandum that established the CESG and tasks DDS to lead the first 

hase of a "cloud ado tion initiative." Se tember 2017 
Ubhi was selected as a Product Manager for the JEDI Cloud 

rocurement. Se tember 13, 2017 
Ubhi held a telephonic discussions with his 

(b) (6) (b) (7)(C) 

, and Ubhi mentioned the possibility of rejoining A WS. 
Ubhi did not noti DDS officials as DDS re uired. Se tember 22, 2017 
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DATE 

Se tember 28, 2017 

EVENT 
Ubhi wrote a message via "Slack" discl~ber of ND As they 
had on file. As of September 28, 2017, -• including Ubhi, 
submitted NDAs. ----------------------------1 (b) (6) (b) (7)(C) 

emailed Ubhi about the potential responsibilities he could 
take on ifhe ·oins team. Se tember 29, 2017 1-------~--1------~-- ---------------------< 

September 29-
October 2017 

Ubhi coordinated Cloud Focus Sessions and attended meetings with 
DoD Com onents and indus leaders. 

October 3, 2017 
Draft Problem Statement was completed.(This version was ultimately 
not used. 

(b) (6) (b) (7)(C) 
Ubhi emailed identifying the areas he would be interested 
in pursuing ifhe were to rejoin AWS. In this communication, Ubhi 
referenced providing a "verbal commitment" to rejoin A WS. Ubhi did 

October 4, 2017 not noti DDS officials as DDS re uired. 
I-------'-----+ 

October 10, 2017 

October 12, 2017 

October 17, 2017 

October 18, 2017 

October 19, 2017 

October 19, 2017 

October 24, 2017 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Ubhi submitted an online application for the position to join A WS and 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) 

team. Ubhi did not notify DDS officials as DDS 
re uired 
Ubhi attended a vendor meeting with A WS in support of the JEDI 
Cloud ac uisition. 
Ubhi falsely represented to A WS that he confirmed with DoD ethics 
officer that he is permitted to have employment discussion with A WS, 
and that he does not have any government employment restrictions from 
dealin with an matter if Amazon were to re-em lo him 
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DATE 

October 25, 2017 

October 26, 2017 

October 27, 2017 

EVENT 
A WS provided Ubhi with a formal employment offer. Ubhi did not 
noti DDS officials as DDS re uired. 

Ubhi formally accepted the A WS employment offer. Ubhi did not 
noti DDS officials as DDS re uired. 
The DoD released the DoD Cloud RFI to the commercial world 
in uirin into available cloud com utin services. October 30, 2017 

I-----~----+-~-~ 

October 31, 2017 

October 31, 2017 

November 13, 2017 
November 17, 2017 
November 24, 2017 

Ubhi told 
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C) that Amazon wanted to buy his start-up company 

identified as "Tablehero." 
(b) (6), (b)
(7)(C) instructed Ubhi to consult with a 

DoD ethics official. 
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

DoD Office of 
(b) (5)

Ubhi resi ned from the DoD. 

March 7, 2018 DoD released the first draft RFP and held an indus da . 

A ril 11, 2018 

A ril 16, 2018 

Jul 19, 2018 

Jul 26, 2018 

October 8, 2018 
CLASSIFICATION: 
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The Business Case Analysis was completed wherein the Problem 
Statement was included. 

DoD released the second draft RFP. 
The Honorable Ellen Lord, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and Sustainment, signed a Determination and Finding authorizing the 
DoD to award an IDIQ contract to a sin le source. 

DoD released the final RFP. 
AWS submitted an Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) 
Analysis/Disclosure Form. AWS stated they avoided potential OCis by
implementing information firewalls and the two former DoD employees
had any involvement in the preparation of AWS's JEDI proposal or 
shared any non-public, competitively useful information concerning the
JEDI rocurement with an one at A WS. 
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DATE EVENT 
Ubhi' s affidavit stated he did not have any contact with members of the 
AWS's JEDI Proposal Team and he did not share non-public 
information pertaining to JEDI. Ubhi also stated did not provide inputs 
into the RFP, specifications, or other documents used by the DoD in 
support of the JEDI Cloud acquisition. October 8, 2018 

October 12, 2018 Proposals were received in response to the JEDI RFP. 

74. In regards to Gavin, DCIS determined the following salient facts: (1) Gavin sought and 
obtained legal guidance prior to his attendance at the April 2018 JEDI Cloud Acquisition 
Strategy meeting; (2) the April 2018 meeting did not focus on any vendor or potential vendor, 
and that the meeting occurred prior to issuance of the RFP and before any bid proposals were 
received; and (3) Gavin retired prior to the release of the RFP and before the submission of JEDI 
Cloud proposals. 

75. In regards to DeMartino and Donnelly, DCIS determined the following salient facts : (1) they 
did not participate personally and substantially in the JEDI Cloud acquisition; (2) they never 
supported the CESG, the JEDI Cloud acquisition team, or the source selection team; (3) they 
resigned from the DoD prior to the release of the RFP and before the submission of JEDI Cloud 
proposals; and (4) they never received access to folders or drives containing "Source Selection 
Information" pertaining to the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

76. In regards to A WS, DCIS found no evidence that A WS received, requested, or gained an 
unfair competitive advantage during the pre-award phase of the JEDI Cloud acquisition. 

77. A copy this Report oflnvestigation and the full case file will be provided to the USAO
EDV A for prosecutorial determination on any potential violations of 18 U.S.C. § 208 or 18 
U.S.C. § 1001 or other relevant criminal statutes. 

78. There were no fraud vulnerabilities identified during the course of this investigation. 

79. This investigation has been placed in a suspense status while awaiting a prosecutorial 
determination from the USAO-EDV A. 
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Identity of Suspect(s): 

Name 
Alias 
Social Security Number 
Date/Place of Birth 
Race 
Sex 
Residence (last known) 

: Deap Singh Ubhi 
:None 
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Identity of Suspect(s): 

Name 
Alias 
Social Security Number 
Date/Place of Birth 
Race 
Sex 
Residence (last known) 

: Victor Gavin 
:None 
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2020000765-80SI (b)(7)(E) March 9, 2020 

JOINT ENTERPRISE DEFENSE INFRASTRUCTURE CLOUD 

IINNFFOORRMMAATION REPORT:  On October 25, 2019, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C) Washington Headquarters Services (WHS), Acquisition Directorate (AD), 
Alexandria, Virginia, sent U.S. Government (USG) authored DoD Joint Enterprise Defense 
Infrastructure (JEDI) Cloud Microsoft Corporation (Microsoft) Technical Evaluation Board 
(TEB) Reports, designated as �Source Selection Informmmaaatttiiiooonnn���   ttto o o Amazon Web Services, 
Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined (l:i)(6), d d d d d d (b )(7)( rrr) elease of the repopoporrrtttsss,,,   mmmaaarked 
�Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidenc(b) cceee       6), (b)(7)(C) rrreeeleased 
the reports knowingly and willfully and with any criminal intent.  No criminal culpability was 
established and there was no criminal violation of the Procurement Integrity Act or any other 
relevant criminal statutes. 

DoD JEDI CLOUD OVERVIEW 
DoD JEDI Cloud is the enterprise-wide, general-purpose cloud-computing environment available 
for the DoD.  JEDI Cloud provides rapid access to commercial cloud services, enabling the use 
of modern software practices and emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence and 
machine learning.  JEDI Cloud is a single-award Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity, Firm-
Fixed-Price contract with a decentralized ordering system for the placement of task orders by 
DoD customers. 

JEDI Cloud will provide enterprise-level cloud, commercial Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
and Platform as a Service (PaaS) offerings to support DoD business and mission operations.  
JEDI Cloud will also serve as a pathfinder for the DoD to understand how to deploy enterprise 
cloud at scale while effectively accounting for security, governance, and modern architectures.  
JEDI Cloud services will be offered at all classification levels. 

The JEDI Cloud�s guaranteed minimum is $1 million.  The contract has a two-year base period 
with three option periods for a total of 10 years.  JEDI�s total contract ceiling, if all option 
periods are exercised, is $10 billion. 

WHS, AD is the DoD contracting activity of record for the JEDI Cloud program. 

TION REPORT:

Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the reports, marked 
(TEB) Reports, designated as �Source Selection Infor Amazon Web Services, 
Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine release of the reports, marked 
(TEB) Reports, designated as �Source Selection Infor Amazon Web Services, 
Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine release of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine elease of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine elease of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine release of the reports, marked Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determine release of the reports, marked 
�Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released 
Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the re rked 
�Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released 
Incorporated (AWS).  Investigative action determined release of the re rked 
�Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no eviden leased �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no eviden leased �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released �Source Selection Information,� to AWS, was inadvertent.  There is no evidence released 
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The DoD Chief Information Officer, Cloud Computing Program Office (CCPO) is the Requiring 
Office for the JEDI Cloud program. 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION 
Microsoft is a U.S. corporation based in Redmond, Washington.  Microsoft is a registered and 
active U.S. Government contractor with the General Services Administration (GSA).  Microsoft 
develops, manufactures, licenses, supports, and sells computer software, consumer electronics, 
personal computers, and services. 

AMAZON WEB SERVICES INCORPORATED 
AWS is a U.S. corporation based in Seattle, Washington.  AWS is a registered and active U.S. 
Government contractor with the GSA.  AWS is a subsidiary of Amazon that provides on-demand 
cloud computing platforms to individuals, companies, and governments. 

On March 22, 2018, (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) to provide WHS, AD, support to the 
JEDI Cloud procurement. 

Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procuremen(b) nnttt,,,      6), (b)(?)(C) wwwas required to complete and 
certify a �Conflict of Interest and Non-Disclosure Agreement [NDA] for the Department of 
Defense Enterprise Cloud Initiative� form and �Confidential Financial Disclosure Report.� 

as given access to JEDI Cloud WHS, AD, acquisition information and records which as given access to JEDI Cloud WHS, AD, acquisition information and records which 

Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procureme as required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procureme as required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and Prior to beginning work on the JEDI Cloud procurement, was required to complete and 

cuted and signed the NDA certifying that both now and in the future, he would not cuted and signed the NDA certifying that both now and in the future, he would not 

party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information.  certified he 
discuss or reveal non-public information related to the DoD enterprise clo ive to any 
party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information.  certified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information. certified he 
discuss or reveal non-public information related to the DoD enterprise clo ive to any 
party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information. certified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such informatio rtified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such informatio rtified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information.  certified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information.  certified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information. certified he party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information. certified he 
would not discuss, divulge or otherwise disclowould not discuss, divulge or otherwise discl

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

ssess a financial interest in any of the companies which have expressed an 

(b)(?)(E) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 

(b) 6), (b)(?)(C) wwwas given access to JEDI Cloud WHS, AD, acquisition information and records which 
included, but were not limited to, contractor bid, proposal information, technical evaluations, and 
other non-public information designated and marked �source selection information� as part of his 
official USG duties related to the JEDI Cloud procurement. 

(b) 6), (b)(?)(C) eeexexexecuted and signed the NDA certifying that both now and in the future, he would not 
discuss or reveal non-public information related to the DoD enterprise cloud ud ud iiinininitttiiiaaatttive to any 
party or individual not specifically authorized to receive such information(b) nn...          6), (b)(?)(C) ccceeertified he 
would not discuss, divulge or otherwise discloossseee   ttthhheee   nnnooonnn---publpublpubliiiccc   iiinfnfnfooorrrmmmaaatttiiiooonnn   eeexcxcxceeeptptpt   aaasss   aaapprpprpprooovvveeed d d 
by the designated PCO or authorized by law.  (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C) popossess a financial interest in any of the companies which have expressed an 
interest; or that market research indicates may be interested in competing as a contractor, 
subcontractor, joint venture partner, consultant, or team member for the cloud services solution. 
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MICROSOFT CORPORATION PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 
Microsoft submitted two proposals in response to JEDI Cloud solicitation - HQ0034-18-R-0077 
to WHS, AD.  Microsoft submitted an initial proposal on October 12, 2018, and their final 
proposal on September 5, 2019. 

Microsoft�s proposals included the following disclosure statement on the title page of their 
proposals: 

�This proposal includes data that shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall not be 
duplicated, used, or disclosed�in whole or in part�for any purpose other than to evaluate this 
proposal.  If, however, a contract is awarded to this offeror as a result of�or in connection 
with�the submission of this data, the Government shall have the right to duplicate, use, or 
disclose the data to the extent provided in the resulting contract.  This restriction does not limit 
the Government�s right to use information contained in this data if it is obtained from another 
source without restriction.  The data subject to this restriction are contained in sheets marked 
with the following legend:  �Use or disclosure of data contained on this sheet is subject to the 
restriction on the title page of this proposal.�� 

Microsoft marked the footer of each page of their proposals with the following statement:  
�Microsoft Proprietary Use of disclosure of data contained on this sheet is subject to the 
restriction on the title page of this proposal.� 

Microsoft�s proposals did not contain any additional warning, distribution, or use statements and 
markings. 

cuted an �OGE Form 450 - Confidential Financial Disclosure Report� wherein he cuted an �OGE Form 450 - Confidential Financial Disclosure Report� wherein he 

(b)(7)(E) 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) eeexexexecuted an �OGE Form 450 - Confidential Financial Disclosure Report� wherein he 
certified he did not have any disqualifying financial interest which prohibited him from 
participating in an official government capacity in a matter in which he has a financial interest or 
in which (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

financial interest. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

I (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
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AMAZON WEB SERVICES INCORPORATED PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 
AWS submitted two proposals for the DoD JEDI Cloud in support of solicitation HQ0034-18-R-
0077 to WHS, AD.  AWS submitted an initial proposal on October 12, 2018, and their final 
proposal on September 5, 2019. 

JEDI CLOUD SOURCE SELECTION PLAN & PROPOSAL EVALUATIONS 
Upon receipt of Microsoft and AWS�s proposals, the acquisition team reviewed them for 
compliance with the stated proposal preparation instructions detailed in the solicitation.  The 
proposals were provided to TEB and Price Evaluation Board (PEB) evaluation teams where they 
evaluated each proposal�s strengths, weaknesses, risks, and rated them.  They documented their 
findings in written narrative reports for use by the acquisition team to include, but not limited to, 
the PCO, Source Selection Evaluation Board, Source Selection Advisory Council, and Source 
Selection Authority. 

The TEB and PEB evaluation teams evaluated Microsoft and AWS�s proposals in accordance to 
instructions and evaluation criteria detailed in the �JEDI Cloud Source Selection Plan� and 
�Section M - Evaluation Procedures and Factors� of the solicitation. 

The evaluation teams evaluated and documented their findings in subjective narratives.  The 
evaluation teams documented their findings in separate TEB Reports for Microsoft and AWS for 
Factors 1 through 8.  They evaluated and wrote reports for the following factors. 

Factor 1 � Gate Evaluation Criteria 
Report:  Gate Evaluation Technical Evaluation Board (TEB) Report 

Factor 2 � Logical Isolation and Secure Data Transfer 
Report:  Factor TEB Report 

Factor 3 � Tactical Edge 
Report:  Factor TEB Report 

Factor 4 � Information Security and Access Controls 
Report:  Factor TEB Report 

Factor 5 � Application and Data Housing and Portability 
Report:  Factor TEB Report 

Factor 6 � Management and TO [Task Order] 001 
Report:  Factor TEB Report 

Factor 7 � Small Business Participation Approach 
Report:  Small Business Evaluation Board Report 

Factor 8 � Demonstration 
Report:  Factor 8 TEB Report 

Factor 9 � Price 
Report:  Price Evaluation Board Report 

(b)(7)(E) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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SOURCE SELECTION REPORT MARKINGS 
Per the Source Selection Plan, the evaluation teams were required to label all evaluation 
documents, and reports, with �Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.�  The 
cited FAR provisions are FAR 2.101 - Definitions and FAR 3.104 - Procurement Integrity. 

�Source selection information� means �any of the following information that is prepared for use 
by an agency for the purpose of evaluating a bid or proposal to enter into an agency procurement 
contract, if that information has not been previously made available to the public or disclosed 
publicly: 

1. Bid prices submitted in response to an agency invitation for bids, or lists of those bid prices 
before bid opening. 

2. Proposed costs or prices submitted in response to an agency solicitation, or lists of those 
proposed costs or prices. 

3. Source selection plans. 
4. Technical evaluation plans. 
5. Technical evaluations of proposals. 
6. Cost or price evaluations of proposals. 
7. Competitive range determinations that identify proposals that have a reasonable chance of 

being selected for award of a contract. 
8. Rankings of bids, proposals, or competitors. 
9. Reports and evaluations of source selection panels, boards, or advisory councils.  
10. Other information marked as "Source Selection Information" based on a case-by-case 

determination by the head of the agency or the contracting officer, that its disclosure would 
jeopardize the integrity or successful completion of the Federal agency procurement to which 
the information relates.� 

A review of 30 reports generated by the evaluation teams revealed 10 were not marked as 
�Source Selection Information� or with the �JEDI Cloud Source Selection Plan� required 
warning.  The 30 reports are marked as follows: 

1. FPR [Final Proposal Revision] Re-Affirmation F2 [Factor 2] AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

2. FPR Re-Affirmation F2 Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

3. FPR Re-Affirmation F3 AWS.pdf 

• 
• 

• 
• 

(b)(7)(E) 
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NO MARKINGS 

4. FPR Re-Affirmation F3 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

5. FPR Re-Affirmation F4 AWS.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

6. FPR Re-Affirmation F4 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

7. FPR Re-Affirmation F5 AWS.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

8. FPR Re-Affirmation F5 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

9. FPR Re-Affirmation F6 AWS.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

10. FPR Re-Affirmation F6 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

11. FPR Re-Affirmation F7 AWS.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

12. FPR Re-Affirmation F7 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

13. TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

14. TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

15. TEB IPR [Interim Proposal Revision] F2 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

16. TEB IPR F2 Report Microsoft.pdf 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

(b)(7)(E) 
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�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

17. TEB IPR F3 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

18. TEB IPR F3 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

19. TEB IPR F4 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

20. TEB IPR F4 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

21. TEB IPR F5 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

22. TEB IPR F5 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

23. TEB IPR F6 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

24. TEB IPR F6 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

25. TEB IPR F7 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information//FOUO� 

26. TEB IPR F7 Report Microsoft.pdf 

2020000765-80SI-
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• 

• 
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• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

(b)(?)(E) 
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�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information//FOUO� 

27. Final Price Evaluation Board Report.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

28. Source Selection Evaluation Board Report.pdf 
�Source Selection Information� 
�SEE FAR 2.101 AND 3.104� 

29. Source Selection Advisory Council Report .pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

30. Source Selection Decision Document (SSDD).pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information� 

None of the reports incorporates the Microsoft proposal disclosure statement, or any other 
warning, distribution, or use statements. 

INCLUSION OF MICROSOFT TECHNICAL EVALUATION BOARD REPORTS IN 
THE AMAZON WEB SERVICES UNSUCCESSFUL OFFEROR NOTIFICATION 
PACKAGE 
On October 3, 2019, the Source Selection Advisory Council, after comparing the underlying 
benefits and pricing contained in Microsoft and AWS�s proposals, found that Microsoft�s 
proposal was superior to AWS�s in terms of both price and non-price factors.  The council 
determined that Microsoft�s proposal was the best value to the Government and recommended 
award of the JEDI Cloud contract to Microsoft. 

Following the recommendation of the Source Selection Advisory Council to award the JEDI 
Cloud to Microsoft, the JEDI team began planning to notify Microsoft they were the winner.  
Additionally, the JEDI team began planning the notification and debriefing of AWS, the 
unsuccessful offeror, that they had not been selected as the JEDI Cloud contract winner.  Per 
FAR 15.506 - Postaward Debriefing, the Government was required to debrief the unsuccessful 
offeror, in this case AWS, in person or in writing.  The JEDI team agreed to conduct the 
unsuccessful offeror notification and post-award debriefing to AWS simultaneously in writing 
via an email notification package. 

2020000765-80SI-
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1. Source Selection Evaluation Board Report 
2. Final Price Evaluation Board Report 
3. Source Selection Advisory Council Report 
4. Source Selection Decision Document 

AAtt  tthhee  timmmmeeeee       timme wwwwwwaas assigned to edit and redact the aforementioned reports(bss,,,   , (6), (b)(7) C) At the time wa
annnd d d d d d d hhhaaad no plans to include AWS �TEB Reports (Interim Proposal Revisions 

Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8)� in the AWS unsuccessful offeror 
notification package. 

AWS TEBBB   RRReeepopoporrrtttsss   were not part of the original AWS unsuccessssfffuuulll   oooffffffeeerrrooor notification package; 
however,( ,,       )(6), (b )(7)( ) dededecided to include the AWS TEB Reports. (          )(6), (b )(7)( ) rrreviewed d d ttthhheee   iiidddeeea of 
including the AWS TEB reports in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification wit(b) tthh  6), (b )(7)(C) aanniincncllududiing ng tthhee  AAWWSS  TTEEBB h and 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C) Defense Information Systems Agency, legal advisor to the JEDI Cloud 
program; both of whom concurred. 

As(b ss       (6), (b)(7)(C) prprprimary acquisition legal advisors(b)(6), ss,,,       (b)(7) C) aaaccccepted their recommendations and 
approved the release of AWS TEB Reports to AWS as part of the unsuccessful offeror 
notification package. 

Expecting a bid protest from AWS(b SS,,,   (6), (b)(7) )(6), (b)(7)(CI an(bnd d Jd nd d d (6), (b)(7) C) dededecided to release certain 
reports and informatiioooi nnn   ttthhheeeyyy would not otherwise release in a normal acquisition postaward 
debriefing package(b)(6), ee...         (b)(7) C) dididid not consider the JEDI Cloud program a �usual� acquisition 
because of the size, scope, value, cccooommmpppllleeexixixixixitttyyy,,,   cccooonnngressssiiiooonnnaaalll   ssscccrrrutututiny, public interest, and on-
going litigation.  Because of this(bss,,,   1 (6), (b)( J), (b)(7)(C) aaannnd d d d d d d b)(6), (b)(7)(CI decided to give �everything up 
front� to the unsuccessful offeror - AWS.  By providing everything at once, AWS would have 
sufficient information to understand why the DoD did d d nnnooottt   ssseeellleeect their proposal as the winner.  
Although they provided mmmooore iinformation than usua(b lll,,,   l(6),     r bbeeree  infnfoo (b )(7)(C) believed their decision was 
compliant with the FAR(b)(6), RR...          (b)(7)(C) wwwas not involved in these discussions or the decision to release 
the AWS TEB Reports to AWS in the unsuccessful offeror package. 

On October 11, 2019, per  (b)(6), (b)(7)(q recommendation an(b)(6), nnd d d d d d (b)(7) C) aaapprpprpproval, the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror letter was updated to include �TEB Reports (Interim Proposal Revisions 
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Although they provided rmation than usual, believed their decision was 
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because of the size, scope, value, comple gressional scrutiny, public interest, and on-because of the size, scope, value, comple gressional scrutiny, public interest, and on-
d decided to give �everything up d decided to give �everything up 

 reports in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification with and  reports in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification with and 

(b)(6), (b)(7) C) aaassssigne(b eed d d )(6), d d d d (b )(7)(C) ttto o o draft the Microsoft JEDI Cloud award and AWS unsuccessfuuulll   oooffffffeeerrroor 
email nototiiffiiccaattiioons specifically the AWS �A57 - Unsuccessful Awardee Letter Draft.�(b)(6), ��   ot ficatio    (b)(7)(C) i
assigneeed d d d d d d tto ttto o o o eeexxxeeecccutututeee   aaadddmmmiiinininissstttrrraaatttiiivvveee   eeedddiiitttsss   aaand nd nd rrreeedadadaccctttiiiooonnnsss   tttooo   rrreeepopoporrrtttsss   ttthhhaaattt   ssshhheee   aaannnddd   heheherrr   
acquisition (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Acquisition Law, WHS and Pentagon Force Protection Agency, Office of Geeenenenerrraaalll   CCCounsel, 
intended to release to the AWS as part of postaward debriefing notificat   tiioonnnnn......               cccootion.   oordinated 
and began working on this tasking withh (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) providededed d d d d d ttthhhe following 
reports to edit and redact: 

(b)(7)(El 
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Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�(b) ��         6), (b)(7)(C) wwwas tasked to include �TEB 
Reports (Interim Proposal Revisions Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8)� in the 
AWS notification. 

aaaaaccckkknnnooowwwledged he made a mistake by not specifically identifying whichhh   ���TTTEEEBBB   RRReeeports� 
he wanteeed d d d d d d ttto o o add to the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification package. (b)(6),  (b)(7)(0) 

directed the inclusion of �Technical Evaluation Board RRReeepppooorrrtttsss   (((IIInnnterim Proposal Revisions 
Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�          aaacknowledged he did not 
clearly identify or specify that he only wanted AWS TEB Reports added to the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports. 

Because( ee       )(6), (b )(7)( ) dddid not clearly communicate t(b) tto o o o o o o 6), (b)(7)(C) ttthhhat he only wanted AWS TEB 
RRReeepopoporrrtttsss   iiinnncluded in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and nooottt   MMMiiicccrrrooosssoooft TEB Reports; 

( )(6), (b)(7)(0) a  aack o  kknnnoowwlleedgdged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.      e   ewl eedg rroneously 
assumed tha(b) aattt       6), (b )(7)(C) wwwould know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in thhheee   AAAWWWSSS   
unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reportsss... ooonlnlnly knew 
to include �Technical Evaluation Board Reports (Interim Proposal Revisions Factors 2-7 & Final 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8� reports. 

Neither( rr         )(6), (b )(7)( ) nnnooorrr     ._,__-tddddddiiiiirreecctteeeeeddddddb d       6), (b)(7)(C) ttoodirecteddd     to reeedadadacccttt   ttthhheee �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� 
were not redacted because b)(6), (b)(7)(~ (6), (b)(7) C) aannd and (bd d , d d (6), (b)(7) C) nnnever intended to release AWS TEB 
Reports or Microsoft TEB Reports to their competitors.  Miiccci rrrooosssooofffttt   TTTEEEBBB Reports were never 
authorized to be released to AWS or vice versa.  As part of  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) goal for transparency, 
and to give AWS a thorough written debrief, he directed the release of the AWS TEB Reports to 
AWS without redactions so they could see how the Government evaluated their proposal against 
each factor. 

1. AWS TEB Reports 
2. Source Selection Advisory Council Report 
3. Source Selection Decision Document 

On October 21, 2019,19,19,(b)        6), (b)(7)(C) cccrrreated a new folder on the DDS Google Drive where he saved all 
the documents WHS, AD, intended to release to AWS on the day of contract award � October 

Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  was tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� was tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8). as tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8). as tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  was tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  was tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� was tasked to include �TEB Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� was tasked to include �TEB 
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assumed that would know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in the AWS 
ac ed he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously 

assumed that would know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in the AWS assumed that would know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in the AWS 
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TEB Reports as part of the postaward debriefing.  felt 
offeror notification package.  In previous ence, the Government did not release 
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d not challenge the release of these documents; he relied on WHS OGC�s legal advice. d not challenge the release of these documents; he relied on WHS OGC�s legal advice. 
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an never intended to release AWS TEB an ever intended to release AWS TEB an ever intended to release AWS TEB and never intended to release AWS TEB and never intended to release AWS TEB an never intended to release AWS TEB an never intended to release AWS TEB 

offeror notification package.  In previous experience, the Government did n se offeror notification package.  In previous experience, the Government did e 
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cknowledged he made a mistake by not specifically identifying which �TEB Reports� cknowledged he made a mistake by not specifically identifying which �TEB Reports� acknowledged he made a mistake by not specifically identifying whic ports� acknowledged he made a mistake by not specifically identifying whic ports� 

Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  acknowledged he did not 
directed the inclusion of �Technical Evaluation Board terim Proposal Revisions 
Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  acknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� acknowledged he did not 
directed the inclusion of �Technical Evaluation Board terim Proposal Revisions 
Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� acknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� cknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� cknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  acknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).�  acknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� acknowledged he did not Factors 2-7 & Final Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8).� acknowledged he did not 

Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Becaus id not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Becaus id not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB Because did not clearly communicate to that he only wanted AWS TEB 
cluded in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports; cluded in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports; 
cknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously cknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously 

Reports included in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and n ft TEB Reports; 
acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. erroneously 

Reports included in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and n ft TEB Reports; 
acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. rroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. rroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur.  erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. erroneously acknowledged he opened the door for a mistake to occur. erroneously 

Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neithe or directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neithe or directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor  to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor  to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor direct  to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directe  to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor rected to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor irected to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� 

Reports or Microsoft TEB Reports to their competitors.  M  Reports were never 
authorized to be released to AWS or vice versa.  As part of goal for transparency, 
Reports or Microsoft TEB Reports to their competitors.  M  Reports were never 
authorized to be released to AWS or vice versa.  As part of goal for transparency, authorized to be released to AWS or vice versa.  As part of goal for transparency, authorized to be released to AWS or vice versa.  As part of goal for transparency, 

was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� nd added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� nd added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� nd added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprise and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprise and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful 
offeror notification package.  In previous experience rnment did not release offeror notification package.  In previous experience nment did not release 

Neither nor directe to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directe to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directe to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� Neither nor directed to redact the �TEB Reports.�  The �TEB Reports� 
d never intended to release AWS TEB d never intended to release AWS TEB 

was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� a ed the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� a ed the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� a added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� a added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful was �surprised� and added the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful 
offeror notification package.  In previous experience, the Gove d not release offeror notification package.  In previous experience, the Gove d not release 

d d 

assumed that would know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in t
unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew 
assumed that would know to only include the AWS TEB Reports in t
unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Report y knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Report y knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew unsuccessful offeror notification and not include the Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew 

(b)(7)(E) 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) wwwas �surprised�( d�d�       )(6), (b)(7)( aaaaannnnnndddddd           aaaddddand  dded the �TEB Reports� to the AWS unsuccessful 
offeror notification package.  Innn       prprpreviouss   eeexxxpppeeerrriiieence,,,   ttthhheee   GGGooovvveeerrrrnmnmnmeeennnttt   dididid nnooottt   rrreeellleeeaaasse 
TEB Reports as part of the postaward debriefing.(b) g.g.         6), (b)(7)(C) fffeeelt aaannnd nnd d  
were releasing �too much information� as part of AWS�s postaward debriefing.ng.ng.          wwwould 
not have included the release of the following documents to AWS as part of their unsuccessful 
offeror notification: 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) dddiiid not challenge the release of these documents; he relied on WHS OGC�s legal advice. 
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25 2019. The new folder was a sub-folder in the "JEDI Cloud- Contracting Files folder ...... "-~ 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(rotmed the new folder "A57 - Unsuccessful Offeror Notification & Debriefing.lh)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

transferred all, A WS and Microsoft, TEB Reports from the "SOLO Drive" and renamed them to 
match the naming convention in the "Unsuccessful Awardee Letter Draft." 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(lWas responsible for copying and renaming the files from the "SOLO Drive" to the new 
folder; a process he described as cumbersome because each evaluation team used different 
naming conventions to identify their reportS:b)(6), (b)(7)(0lloved all TEB Initial Proposal Revisions 
(IPR) and Final Proposal Revisions (FPR) for both offerors and factors two through eight into 
the same folder. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(atknowledged he made a mistake and inadvertently moved and saved Microsoft TEB 
Reports, the successful offeror, in the "A57 - Unsuccessful Offeror Notification & Debriefing" 
fo Ider, which contained the "Unsuccessful A wardee Letter Draft" and A WS 's debriefing 
documents. 

On October 24, 201~)(6), (b)(7)(@:>tifie:dH6),(b)(7)(d).at the official announcement of the JEDI Cloud 
contract award would take place the following day, October 25, 2019, and instructed him to 
report to the CCPO the next day to support contract award activities. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) DISCLOSURE OF MICROSOFT TECHNICAL EVALUATION BOARD 
REPORTS TO AMAZON WEB SERVICES 
On October 25, 201~)(6), (b)(7)(~d)(6), (b)(7Hatrived at the CCPO in the Pentagon and started 
working on the Microsoft successful and A WS unsuccessful offeror email notifications. They 
were the only two people involved with these activities. 

In addition to the notifications to Microsoft and A WS, there were a myriad of other activities that 
had to occur at specific times, by specific people, and to specific audiences. These activities are 
documented in the "Enterprise Cloud: Contract Award Roll-Out Schedule v2.6.'(bl(6), (b)(7)(~d 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(lWere required to notify Microsoft and A WS at 4:45 P.M. per the rollout schedule listed 
below: 

Time 
Frame 

IDD-MM) 
Action OPR Audience 

D-24 Transmittal of Report to Congress Comptroller Congress 
1300 hours 
(1:00pm) 

Advanced warning email to Congress about 1700 
award notification and 1715 call 

OSD(LA) Congress 

1400 hours 
(2:00pm) 

Build agenda for vendor phone call I (b )(6), (b )(7)(C) I 
1645 hours 
(4:45pm) 

Notify Both Offerors Cloud Contract 
Officer 

Offerors 

1645 hours Notify SD/DSD/LA/PA of Award DoDCIO OSD 
CLASSIFICATION: WARNING 

:nie iRfeimalieR iR 111is aes1JmeRI maFkea FQYQ bES is 111e pFepeFty ef 111e QepaFtmeRI ef QefeRse IAspesleF 
GeReFal aREl may l:le Elis!Fil:llllea will1iR 111e Feaeral GevemmeAI (aAEI ils SSAIFaslSFS) le law eAfeFGemeAI, 

FGR GFFIGIAL USE GNLY J'.)lll:llis safely aREl pFS!eslieR, aREl iRlelligeRse effisials aREl iREliviElllals will1 a Reea le kRew. QislFilllllieA le 
ell1eF eRlilies will1e1JI J'.)FiSF (;le(;) IG a1Jll1eFii!alieR is pFSl1il:lilea. PFeGallliSRS sl1all l:le lakeR le eRSIJFe 111is 

LAW ENFGRGEMENT SENSITIVE iRfeFmalieR is sleFeEl aREl Eleslrnyea iR a maRReF 111al pFesl1JEles 1JAa1JIReFii!eEI assess. IAfeFmalieA lleaFiR!il 111e 
FQYQ bES maFkiR!il may RSI l:le IJSeEl iR legal pFSeeeEliA!ilS ... ,ilRSlll l3Fi8F a1JIRSFii!alieA fFGm IRe SFi!;JiAaleF. 
ResipieRIS aFe pFSl1il:lilea fFSm pesliR!il iRfeimalieR maFkea FQYQ bES SR a website SF IJRSlassifiea RelweFk. 

QGI& l=8FRI ~ M,O,¥ .!0~1 
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(4:45pm)
1650 hours 
(4:50pm)

Notify Scarif and Team via email Team JEDI 

1650 hours 
(4:50pm)

Send Unsanitized PA Plan to everybody CIO Front 
Office 

1700 hours 
* (5:00pm)

Email Congress about Award OSD(LA) Congress 

1700 hours 
* (5:00pm)

Email DoD Principals about Award DoD CIO Internal to DoD 

1700 hours 
* (5:00pm)

Notify DOJ about Award Cloud Attorney DOJ 

1700 hours 
* (5:00pm)

Publish press release on Defense.gov OSD Public Affairs Press 

1715 hours 
* (5:15pm)

Phone call with PSMs DoD CIO ICW 
OSD(LA) 

Congress 

1745 hours 
* (5:45pm)

Call with Department CIOs DoD CIO DoD CIOs 

1805 hours 
* (6:05pm)

Call with Team JEDI I (b )(6), (b )(?)(C) I 
PIN:I : (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) I 

Team JEDI 

1900 hours 
(7:00pm)

Vendor Phone Call with successful vendor Vendor 

1930 hours
(7:30pm)

 Send 72 hour email to successful vendor Vendor 

* (Location) CIO Front Office 

With(b hh       (6), (b)(?)(C) aaapproval, and on her behal(b) llfff,,,       6), (b)(?)(C) ppprrrepared and organized the Microsoft 
successful and AWS unsuccessful offeror notificccaaatttiiiooonnn   eeemails with attachments, using her laptop 
commmputputputeeerrr   aaand her DDS Google Gmail account(b) tt...          6), (b)(?)(C) dododownloaded the notification attachments 
to (b o o o o o o (6), (b)(?)(C) cccomputer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be 
sent more easily through email. 

Onc(b) cceee      6), (b)(?)(C) cccooompleted optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notificatiiiooonnnsss   uuusssiiing 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the e ___ (bJ(6), eemmmaaaiiilll  aaasss attaa s   accchm (b)(?)(C) hm s.s.hmeeennnttt .     
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neithe(b) eerrr       6), (b)(7) C) nnnnnooo(b)(6), oor   C) oopepen rr   (b)(7) opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments  ss...         ssseeent a test email to a 
Google Gmail account to ensure the sizing of each email was under 25 Megabytes (MB); the 
emails were sent successfully without incident. 

2020000765-80SI-

With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her beha epared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her beha epared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft 

computer and her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments 
successful and AWS unsuccessful offeror notifi mails with attachments, using her laptop 
computer and her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail account. downloaded the notification attachments 
successful and AWS unsuccessful offeror notifi mails with attachments, using her laptop 
computer and her DDS Google Gmail account. downloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail accoun wnloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail accoun wnloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail account. downloaded the notification attachments computer and her DDS Google Gmail account. downloaded the notification attachments 

Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using On mpleted optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using On mpleted optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notifications using 

conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the  attachments.  
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the  attachments.  
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neith r opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neith r opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments.  sent a test email to a 
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments.  sent a test email to a 
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments. sent a test email to a 
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments.  sent a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments. sent a test email to a 
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachment nt a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachment nt a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments.  sent a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments.  sent a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments. sent a test email to a email attachments to confirm they were the correct attachments. sent a test email to a 

did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify e only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify e only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports.  only knew to 

did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports i n the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports.  only knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew to 

did not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports i n the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Report y knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Report y knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports.  only knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports.  only knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew to unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports. only knew to 

it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8� reports).�  The enclosure lis t specify AWS TEB Reports, 
it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8� reports).�  The enclosure lis t specify AWS TEB Reports, 
it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assum ould have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assum ould have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only 

With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft Wit pproval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft Wit pproval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft With approval, and on her behalf, prepared and organized the Microsoft 

to computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be 
co nd her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments 
to computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be t computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be 
co nd her DDS Google Gmail account.  downloaded the notification attachments 
t computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be t omputer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be t omputer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be to computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be to computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be t computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be t computer and optimized the files in Adobe to reduce the file size so they could be 

Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notificat ng Once completed optimizing the file attachments, he drafted the email notificat ng 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the email as attachmentpre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the email as attachment
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the email as att s.  
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 
pre-approved language and uploaded the optimized files to the email as att s.  
conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither n ned the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither n ned the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor opened the 

d not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS d not specify to she only wanted AWS TEB Reports included in the AWS 

it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2- ).�  The enclosure list did not specify AWS TEB Reports, 
it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports. erroneously assumed would have known to only 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2- ).�  The enclosure list did not specify AWS TEB Reports, 
it only specified TEB Reports. erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Report roneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Report roneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports. erroneously assumed would have known to only it only specified TEB Reports.  erroneously assumed would have known to only 

PIN

(b)(?)(E) 

(bj(6), (b)(?)(C) dididid not specify t(b) ttooo       6), (b)(?)(C) ssshhhe only wanted AWS TEB Reports incncncllludududeeed d d iiin the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror email notification and not Microsoft TEB Reports(b) ss...          6), (b)(?)(C) ooonlnlnly knew to 
include �Technical Evaluation Board Reports (Interim Proposal Revisions Factors 2-7 & Final 
Proposal Revisions Factors 2-8�8�8�   rrreeepppooorrrtttsss).�  The enclosure listtt   dididid d d nnnooot specify AWS TEB Reports, 
it only specified TEB Reports(b)(6), ss...         (b)(?)(C) eeerrrroneously assume(b) eeddd       6), (b)(?)(C) wwwould have known to only 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) 
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include AWS TEB Reports in the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification and not to include 
Microsoft TEB Reports. 

WWWhhheeennn   iiittt was tiiimmmeee   ttto o o nnnotify Microsoft of contract award and AWS of thhheeeiiirrr   uuunnnsssuccessful offer, 
(b)(6), (b)(7) C) aaassske(b)(6), keked d d d d d d (b)(7)(C) ���AAAre you sure all of the attachments are.----i  ee   hhheeerree??������b)         6), (b)(7)(C) rrrere ee?� sponded, 

�Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.�(b) ��          6), (b )(7)(C) prprproceeded to send Microsoft 
their successful offeror award notification. 

To their surprise, the first set of emails bounced back aaasss   ununundededelliverable due to exceeding email 
size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem(b mm,,,   )(6),     (b )(7)(C) dddiiivided the award notification into 
three emails containing g g ttthhheee   aaattttttaaachmmmeeennntttsss...      TTThis unforeseen problem took longer than expected to 
rectify.  Again, neithe(b) eerrr       6), (b)(7)(C) nnnooo(b)(6), oorrr     (b)(7) C) ooopepepened the attachments to confirm they were the 
correct attachments. 

Neitherr (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) CCCPO; (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) wwere present in the 
CCPO(b)(6),  OO...       (b)(7) C) wwwas unable to reach them to ask for additional time to release the notifications or 
to ask about consequences if they did not meet the 4:45 P.M. deadline. 

Making a decision to move forwaarrdd  oonn  ccontract award,(b)(6), d,d,    (b)(7) C) iinn (b) eedd     6), (b)(7)(C) tto o ard on c   instructed  to send the 
award notification to Microsoft(b) tt...          6), (b)(7)(C) sssuuuccessfully transmitted the emails to Microsoft 
officially notifying them they had won the JEDI Cloud contract.  The Microsoft award 
notifications were successful transmitted by 4:46 P.M.; however, they were now behind 
schedule. 

1. �Award Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation� 
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aske �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, as re you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, as re you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, aske �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, aske �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, 
When it was time to notify Microsoft of contract award and AWS of t uccessful offer, 

asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, 
When it was time to notify Microsoft of contract award and AWS of t uccessful offer, 

asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?� responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here? sponded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here? sponded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?� responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?� responded, 
�Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.�  proceeded to send Microsoft 

asked �Are you sure all of the attachments ar   responded, 
�Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.�  proceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.� proceeded to send Microsoft 

asked �Are you sure all of the attachments ar   responded, 
�Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.� proceeded to send Microsoft 

asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?   responded, asked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?   responded, 
�Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails. oceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails. oceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.�  proceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.�  proceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.� proceeded to send Microsoft �Everything on that enclosure list is attached to the emails.� proceeded to send Microsoft 

size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into 
To their surprise, the first set of emails bounced back liverable due to exceeding email 
size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into 
To their surprise, the first set of emails bounced back iverable due to exceeding email 
size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the proble vided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the proble vided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into size restrictions.  In an attempt to rectify the problem, divided the award notification into 

rectify.  Again, neither nor opened the attachments to confirm they were the 
three emails containin chments.  This unforeseen problem took longer than expected to 
rectify.  Again, neither nor opened the attachments to confirm they were the rectify.  Again, neither nor opened the attachments to confirm they were the 
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award notification to Microsoft.  successfully transmitted the emails to Microsoft 
Making a decision to move forw ontract award, instructed to send the 
award notification to Microsoft.  successfully transmitted the emails to Microsoft award notification to Microsoft. successfully transmitted the emails to Microsoft 
Making a decision to move forw ontract award, instructed to send the 
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cessfully sent Microsoft three emails containing the following reports:cessfully sent Microsoft three emails containing the following reports:

 was time to notify Microsoft of contract award and AWS of their unsuccessful offer,  was time to notify Microsoft of contract award and AWS of their unsuccessful offer, 
ked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, ked �Are you sure all of the attachments are here?�  responded, 

three emails containing the attach his unforeseen problem took longer than expected to 
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nducted a risk analysis and decided to move forward with the notifications and the nducted a risk analysis and decided to move forward with the notifications and the 
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as concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. as concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. ncerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. 
even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if 

cerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. 
even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if 

as concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. as concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assigned duties after 4:45 P.M. 
even if as unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if as unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if 

was concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assign s after 4:45 P.M. 
even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if 

was concerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assig s after 4:45 P.M. 
even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M. was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  as fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  as fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P. was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P. was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M.  was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M. was fearful that if even if was unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M. was fearful that if 

Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract awar structed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract awar structed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the Making a decision to move forward on contract award, instructed to send the 

Neithe CPO; ere present in the 

(b)(?)(E) 

(b)(6), (b)(7) C) cccooonducted a risk analysis and decided to move forward with the notifications and the 
dissemination of the emails and attachments as scheduled.  Because simultaneous JEDI activities 
were to occur per the schedule upon contract award at 4:45 P.M. an(bJ(6), nnd d d d d d d (b)(7) C) wwwas not in 
telephonic contact with the various parties who were going to execute their post contract award 
activities, any delay on her part in sending the notifications at 4:45 P.M., would not be 
communicated to the other JEDI team members. 

(bJ(6), (b)(7) C wwwwwwwaaasss   cccooonncerned her JEDI teammates would execute their assignneeed d d dutdutdutiiieees after 4:45 P.M. 
even i(b)(6), iifff      (b)(7) ,C) wwwas unable to execute the contract award at 4:45 P.M(bJ(6), M..     M.    (b)(7) C) wwwas fearful that if 
she did not make the Microsoft and AWS notifications on time, it would create unforeseen 
problems when the other parties completed their assigned tasks � public posting of the award, 
Congressional and senior DoD official notifications, etc.  Because of this, she made the decision 
to send the Microsoft and AWS notifications without conducting the detailed review she should 
have. 

(b) 6), (b)(?)(C) sssucucuccessfully sent Microsoft three emails containing the following reports:
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JEDI Cloud ID/IQ Contract 
Two Task Orders (TO 001 & TO 002) 
J-1: Price Catalogs 
J-2: PWS for ID/IQ 
J-3: Contractor Discounts, Premiums, and Fees 
J-4: Small Business Subcontracting Plan 
J-5: Licenses and Service Level Agreements 
J-6: JEDI Cloud Cyber Security Plan 
J-8: Definitions 
J-9: Contract Data Requirements Lists (CDRLs) 
J-10: Small Business Participation Commitment Document 

Following notification of contract award to Miicros   crosooffffftttttt,,,,,  strosoft,,       6), (b)(7)(C) sic sttarted working on the AWS 
unsuccesssffuull  ng sful oooffffeeror notification emails using (b ng ng ng ng ng (6), (b)( lll) aaffe aptop computer and her DDDDDDSSS   eeemmmaail 
___ aacco (b)(6), tt. accccoo  uuunnnt..     (b)(7) C)   cccooonducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neithe(b)(6), eerrr       (b)(7) C) nnnoonnnor 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) ooopepepened the email attachments to ensure they were the correct attachmentss(b) s...      6), (b)(7)(C) 

initially prepared the emails wiittthhh   aaattttttaaaccchments to go out in batches of 25 MMBBBsss;;;   hhhooowwwever; AWS�s 
email server limit was 20MB(b) BB...         6), (b)(7)(C) tttrrransmitted the emails, to AWS, on(b nn      (6), (b)(7)(C) bbbehalf; 
however, the emails bounced back as undeliverable due to exceeding email size limitations. 

1. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation //First Email� 

2. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Second Email� with the 
following attachments:  

�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F2 Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F2 AWS.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F3 Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F3 AWS.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F4 AWS.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F4 Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F5 AWS.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F5 Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F6 AWS.pdf� 
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Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microso arted working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microso arted working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsoft, started working on the AWS 

t.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor t.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 
ned the email attachments to ensure they were the correct attachments.  ned the email attachments to ensure they were the correct attachments.  

account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or 
opened the email attachments to ensure they were the correct attachmentopened the email attachments to ensure they were the correct attachment

initially prepared the emails wi hments to go out in batches of 25 MBs; however; AWS�s 
email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; 
initially prepared the emails w hments to go out in batches of 25 MBs; however; AWS�s 
email server limit was 20MB. transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20M ansmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20M ansmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB. transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB. transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; 

d to prepare a new set of email notifications and proceeded to separate the AWS d to prepare a new set of email notifications and proceeded to separate the AWS 

meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 
notification emails into eight separate emails chments divided amongst the emails to 
meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 
notification emails into eight separate emails chments divided amongst the emails to 
meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neith r opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neith r opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 

 they were correct.  This took longer than expected and put them further behind schedule.  they were correct.  This took longer than expected and put them further behind schedule. 
cessfully transmitted the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification emails by 5:57 P.M. cessfully transmitted the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification emails by 5:57 P.M. 

cessfully sent AWS eight emails containing the following attachments: cessfully sent AWS eight emails containing the following attachments: 

unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email 
Following notification of contract award to M started working on the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi laptop computer and her DDS email 
Following notification of contract award to M started working on the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi laptop computer and her DDS email 
Following notification of contract award to Microso started working on the AWS Following notification of contract award to Microsof started working on the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi ptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi ptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi laptop computer and her DDS email unsuccessful offeror notification emails usi laptop computer and her DDS email 
account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 
unsucces ror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email 
account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account. conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 
unsucces ror notification emails using laptop computer and her DDS email 
account. conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor accoun nducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor accoun nducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account. conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 
unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her ail 
account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 
unsuccessful offeror notification emails using laptop computer and her il 
account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither r account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither r account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither or account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neith nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neith nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor account.  conducted a cursory review of the emails for verbiage.  Neither nor 

initially prepared the emails with attachments to go out in batches of 25 M ever; AWS�s 
email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; 
initially prepared the emails with attachments to go out in batches of 25 ever; AWS�s 
email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, o ehalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, o ehalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; email server limit was 20MB.  transmitted the emails, to AWS, on behalf; 

meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 
notification emails into eight separate emails with attac ded amongst the emails to 
meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 
notification emails into eight separate emails with attac ded amongst the emails to 
meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither n ned the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither n ned the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to meet email file size restriction limits.  Neither nor opened the attachments to 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) hhhaaad to prepare a new set of email notifications and proceeded to separate the AWS 
notification emails into eight separate emails wwwiiittthhh   aaattttttaaachmhmhmeeennntttsss   dddiiivivivided amongst the emails to 
meet email file size restriction limits.  Neithe(b) eerrr      o   6), (b)(7)(C) nnnooo(b)(6), orrr     (b)(7) C) ooopepepened the attachments to 
cccooonfnfnfiiirrrmmm they were correct.  This took longer than expected and put them further behind schedule. 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) sssucucuccessfully transmitted the AWS unsuccessful offeror notification emails by 5:57 P.M. 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) sssucucuccessfully sent AWS eight emails containing the following attachments: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

(b)(7)(E) 
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�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F6 Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F7 AWS.pdf� 
�1. FPR Re-Affirmation F7 Microsoft.pdf� 

3. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Third Email� with the 
following attachments:  

�1. TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F3 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F3 Report Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F4 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F4 Report Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F5 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F5 Report Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F6 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F6 Report Microsoft.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F7 Report AWS.pdf� 
�1. TEB IPR F7 Report Microsoft.pdf� 

4. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Fourth Email� with the 
following attachment: 

�1. TEB IPR F2 Report AWS.pdf� 

5. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Fifth Email� with the 
following attachment: 

�1. TEB IPR F2 Report Microsoft.pdf� 

6. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Sixth Email� with the 
following attachment: 

�2. Final Price Evaluation Board Report.pdf� 

7. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Seventh Email� with the 
following attachment: 

�3. Source Selection Evaluation Board Report.pdf� 

8. �Notification // HQ0034-18-R-0077 JEDI Cloud Solicitation // Eight Email� with the 
following attachments: 

�4. Source Selection Advisory Council Report.pdf� 
�5. Source Selection Decision Document (SSDD).pdf� 
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The file naming convention delineated the difference between documents related to AWS and 
Microsoft; however, the naming delineation, �AWS� or �Microsoft,� was listed at the very end 
ooofff   ttthhheee   fffiiile naaammmeee,,,   fffooor example, �TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� and �TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf.�  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) aaannn(b) nnd d d d d d 6), (b)(7)(C) cccooonfirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and 
could not see if the attachment file name was for an AWS or Microsoft report. 

At the conclusion of the day, nobody, to include b)(6), (b)(7)( (6), (b)(7) CXb)(6), or  orororororororor    (b)(7) 1C) rrreeealized the AWS 
unsuccessful offeror email notifications included Microsoft FPR and TEB Reports. 

POSTAWARD DEBRIEFING - AMAZON WEB SERVICES 
On October 29, 2019, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) AAWS, submitted a list of debriefing 
questions to the DoD pursuant to their rights under FAR 15.506 - Postaward Debriefing of 
Offerors and National Defense Authorization Act Section 818 - Enhanced Post-Award Briefing 
Rights. 

Following the receiiptptpti    ooofff   AAAWS�s questions, AWS AD and CCPO team members mmmeeettt   tttooo   rrreview 
AWS�s questions(b) nsns...          6), (b)(7)(C) wwwas the first person to realize something was wrong.(b) g.g.          6), (b)(7)(C) ccchhhecked 
the emails he sent AWS on October 25, 2019 and realized he had accidentally included 
Microsoft FPR and TEB Reports in the AWS email.  The team concurred with his assessment 
and realized AWS received and appeared to have used the Government authored Microsoft FPR 
and TEB reports to write their AWS debriefing questions. 

1. FPR Re-Affirmation F2 Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

2020000765-80SI-2020000765-80SI-2020000765-80SI-

d acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS d acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS 

of the file n r example, �TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� and �TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf.�  
and confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and 

of the file n r example, �TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� and �TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf.�  
an confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and a nfirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and a nfirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and and confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and and confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and an confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and an confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and 

knowledged he was the responsible party who prepared the email notifications, knowledged he was the responsible party who prepared the email notifications, 

acknowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her 
attached the attachments, and trans e notification packages to Microsoft and AWS.  

acknowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assigne to execute the aforementioned activities on her 
attached the attachments, and trans e notification packages to Microsoft and AWS.  

acknowledged she assigne to execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assign  execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assign  execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assigne to execute the aforementioned activities on her acknowledged she assigne to execute the aforementioned activities on her 

or realized the AWS or realized the AWS or alized the AWS or alized the AWS realized the AWS realized the AWS or realized the AWS or realized the AWS or realized the AWS or realized the AWS or realized the AWS or realized the AWS 

AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked 
Following the rece WS�s questions, AWS AD and CCPO team members met to review 
AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions. was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked 
Following the rece WS�s questions, AWS AD and CCPO team members met to review 
AWS�s questions. was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questio as the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questio as the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions. was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions. was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked 
Following the receipt of AWS�s questions, AWS AD and CCPO team members eview 
AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong. checked 
Following the receipt of AWS�s questions, AWS AD and CCPO team members eview 
AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong. checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wron ecked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wron ecked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong.  checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong. checked AWS�s questions.  was the first person to realize something was wrong. checked 

knowledged he included and transmitted the following Microsoft FPR and TEB to knowledged he included and transmitted the following Microsoft FPR and TEB to 

and acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS and acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS an acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS an acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS a knowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS a knowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS and acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS and acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS an acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS an acknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS 

le name, for example, �TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� and �TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf.�  le name, for example, �TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf� and �TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf.�  
d confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and d confirmed they could only see the first part of the attachment file name and 

the attachments, and transmitted the notification packages to Microsoft and AWS.  the attachments, and transmitted the notification packages to Microsoft and AWS.  
knowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her knowledged she assigned to execute the aforementioned activities on her 

Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. 
behalf.  As the P in accordance to her duties as delineated in FAR 1.602-2 � 
Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. 
behalf.  As the P in accordance to her duties as delineated in FAR 1.602-2 � 
Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. Responsibilitie as ultimately responsible. Responsibilitie as ultimately responsible. Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. Responsibilities, was ultimately responsible. 

 realized the AWS  realized the AWS  realized the AWS  realized the AWS  realized the AWS  realized the AWS 

WS, submitted a list of debriefing 

(b)(7)(E 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) aaannn(b)(6), nnd d d d d d d (b)(7) C) aaacccknowledged they conducted a cursory review of the Microsoft and AWS 
email notifications and attachments; however, they confirmed they did not open the attachments 
to confirm they were the correct attachments.  They explained their cursory review of the emails 
was hindered by the laptop�s small screen size.  The small screen size did not allow them to 
easily see and read the full name of each of the attached files.  Because there were so many 
attachments in the email, the last part of the attachment file name was not visible and could not 
be read. 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) aaacccknowledged he was the responsible party who prepared the email notifications, 
aaattttttaaaccchhheeed d d the attachments, and transmmmiiitttttteeed d d ttthhhe notification packages to Microsoft and AWS.  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) aaacccknowledged she assigne(b) eed d d d d d d 6), (b)(7)(C) tttooo execute the aforementioned activities on her 
behalf.  As the PCCCOOO,,,   aaannnd d d in accordance to her duties as delineated in FAR 1.602-2 � 
Responsibilities(bl(6), ss,,,       (b)(7) C) wwwas ultimately responsible. 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) aaacccknowledged he included and transmitted the following Microsoft FPR and TEB to 
AWS on October 25, 2019: 

• 
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2. FPR Re-Affirmation F3 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

3. FPR Re-Affirmation F4 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

4. FPR Re-Affirmation F5 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

5. FPR Re-Affirmation F6 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

6. FPR Re-Affirmation F7 Microsoft.pdf 
NO MARKINGS 

7. TEB F8 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

8. TEB IPR F2 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

9. TEB IPR F3 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

10. TEB IPR F4 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

11. TEB IPR F5 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

12. TEB IPR F6 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
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13. TEB IPR F7 Report Microsoft.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information//FOUO� 

In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,(b ,,���   )[6),     (b )(7)(C) aaalllso 
sent an additional 12 AWS FPR and TEB repooorrrtttsss   ttthhhaaattt were also marked d d aaasss   ���SSSooourururce Selection 
Information� to AWS.  The Government, vi(b iiaaa   )(6),    (b )(7) C) aaannnd approved by(bbyby   1     (6), (b)(7) C) ssseeent the 
following 12 documents marked as �Source Selection Information� to AWS as part of their 
unsuccessful offeror notification: 

1. FPR [Final Proposal Revision] Re-Affirmation F2 [Factor 2] AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

2. TEB F8 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

3. TEB IPR [Interim Proposal Revision] F2 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

4. TEB IPR F3 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

5. TEB IPR F4 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

6. TEB IPR F5 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

7. TEB IPR F6 Report AWS.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

8. TEB IPR F7 Report AWS.pdf 

In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information so In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information so In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also In addition to the eight Microsoft reports marked as �Source Selection Information,� also 
sent an additional 12 AWS FPR and TEB rep  were also marked as �Source Selection 
Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the 
sent an additional 12 AWS FPR and TEB rep  were also marked as �Source Selection 
Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, v d approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, v d approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the 
sent an additional 12 AWS FPR and TEB reports that were also marke ce Selection 
Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the 
sent an additional 12 AWS FPR and TEB reports that were also marke ce Selection 
Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved nt the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved nt the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the Information� to AWS.  The Government, via and approved by sent the 
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�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information//FOUO� 

9. Final Price Evaluation Board Report.pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//PROCUREMENT 
SENSITIVE//SOURCE SELECTION INFORMATION� 

10. Source Selection Evaluation Board Report.pdf 
�Source Selection Information� 
�SEE FAR 2.101 AND 3.104� 

11. Source Selection Advisory Council Report .pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 

12. Source Selection Decision Document (SSDD).pdf 
�Source Selection Information � See FAR 2.101 and 3.104.� 
�Source Selection Information� 

PROCUREMENT INTEGRITY ACT VIOLATION 
IIInvnvnveeessstttiiigagagative action confirme(b) eed d d d d d 6), (b)(7)(C) rrreeeleased �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  

(l:i)(6), (b)(7)( , aaa) ction is consistent with a potential violation of the Procurement Integrity Act wherein 
the Procurement Integrity Act prohibits the release of source selection and contractor bid or 
proposal information.  Specifically, the Procurement Integrity Act prohibits a present or former 
employee of, or person acting on behalf of or advising, the U.S. on a procurement, who has or 
had access to such information shall not disclose it before the award of the contract to which the 
information relates.  No person shall knowingly obtain such information before the award of the 
contract to which the information relates.

AWS 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

isclosure of records to AWS did not include any pages from Microsoft�s JEDI Cloud isclosure of records to AWS did not include any pages from Microsoft�s JEDI Cloud 
proposals.  release only included Government authored reports. 

di f records to AWS did not include any pages from Microsoft�s JEDI Cloud 
proposals.  release only included Government authored reports. proposals. release only included Government authored reports. 

di f records to AWS did not include any pages from Microsoft�s JEDI Cloud 
proposals. release only included Government authored reports. proposals. elease only included Government authored reports. proposals. elease only included Government authored reports. proposals.  release only included Government authored reports. proposals.  release only included Government authored reports. proposals. release only included Government authored reports. proposals. release only included Government authored reports. 

Investigative action confirmed released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirme released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirm leased �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirm leased �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirmed released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirmed released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirme released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  Investigative action confirme released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  tive action confirmed released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  tive action confirmed released �Source Selection Information� to AWS.  
ction is consistent with a potential violation of the Procurement Integrity Act wherein ction is consistent with a potential violation of the Procurement Integrity Act wherein 

procurement, had author ess to JEDI Cloud procurement information marked as �Source 
Selection Information.�  admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as 
procurement, had author ess to JEDI Cloud procurement information marked as �Source 
Selection Information.� admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  mitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  mitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information. admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information. admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.�  admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.� admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as Selection Information.� admitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as 

oD, AWS 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

(b)(7)(E) 

(l:i)(6), (b)(7)( , ddd) i---sssccclllooosssururureee   ooof records to AWS did not include any pages from Microsoft�s JEDI Cloud 
proposals. (          )(6), (b)(7)( , rrr) elease only included Government authored reports. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) on the JEDI Cloud 
procurement, had authoriiizzzeeed d d aaaccccccess to JEDI Cloud procurement information marked as �Source 
Selection Information.�(b) ��         6), (b)(7)(C) aaadddmitted he disclosed JEDI Cloud information marked as 
�Source Selection Information� via three emails he sent on October 25, 2019, to the following 
AWS employees, interested parties to the procurement: 

• ~I== 
• 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C) I DDoD, AWS 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I Federal Government, AWS 

I 
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Although(b ughugh)(6),        (b )(7)(C) aaacccknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS(b) SS,,,      6), (b )(7)(C) dddiii
not providedede   ���SSSooourururccce Selection Information� to AWS before the award of the JEDI Cloud 
contract.(t:i)(6),           (b )(7)(C) dddisclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees 
occurred after contract award had been made to Microsoft. 

d 

dddddddiiisssccclosure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity 
Acttt...         dddiiid not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud 
contract to whihihiccchhh   ttthhheee   iiinfnfnformation relates.  Additionally, investigative efforts revealed no 
evidence that(t:i)(6), tt      (b)(7)( rrr) elease of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any 
criminal intent. 

The AWS employees did not obtain JEDI Cloud �Source Selection Information� through theft, 
unauthorized access, trickery, or deception. 

DEROGATORY INFORMATION 
Investigative action waaasss   eeexxxeeecccutututeeed to determine if there was any derogatory information and 
evidence to contradict(l:l)(6), t   t   (b)(7)( 1aaa) ssertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft 
FPR and TEB reports to AWS was an �honest mistake� and not executed deliberately, 
knowingly, willfully, and with any criminal intent.  No derogatory information was identified. 

A review of Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, D. (t:i)(6), rr  (b )(7)(C) A review of Ma
II 
aryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.CC..  wwaagege  dedetermination records for 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) I In accordance to the NDA and 
450 

J 
____ OGE Form _.,450 /b_,>l.t,~450 16), (b)(7)1 . ._OGE Form 450 450 450 450 1450 450 450 cffffii450 ff_,_:) iiiilllll______________________ eed d tto participate on the JED ,.._.b),../~6,), (Q)(7)'['1(c) o participate on the JEDII  CClloouud d prprooccurureemmeenntt,,  hhee  nnoottiiffiieeeeeed d d d d d oooffOGE Form 450 450 filed to participate on the JEDI Cloud procurement, he notified f 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Altho knowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Altho knowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AW d Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AW d Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did Although acknowledged disclosing �Source Selection Information� to AWS, did 

contract.  disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees 
not provi e Selection Information� to AWS before the award of the JEDI Cloud 
contract.  disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract. disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees 
not provi e Selection Information� to AWS before the award of the JEDI Cloud 
contract. disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract. isclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract. isclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract.  disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract.  disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract. disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees contract. disclosure of �Source Selection Information� to the AWS employees 

isclosure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity isclosure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity losure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity 
Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud 

losure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity 
Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act. did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud 

isclosure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity isclosure of �Source Selection Information� did not violate the Procurement Integrity 
Act.  d not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act.  d not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Ac did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Ac did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act.  did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act. did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud Act. did not release �Source Selection Information� before the award of the JEDI Cloud 
contract to w ormation relates.  Additionally, investigative efforts revealed no 
evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any 
contract to w ormation relates.  Additionally, investigative efforts revealed no 
evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence tha elease of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence tha elease of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any evidence that release of �Source Selection Information� to AWS was done with any 

before the award of the JEDI Cloud contract.  Instead, A sted parties; obtained JEDI 
Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror 
before the award of the JEDI Cloud contract.  Instead, A sted parties; obtained JEDI 
Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via nsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via nsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG vi unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG vi unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via unsuccessful offeror 

Investigative action w d to determine if there was any derogatory information and 
evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft 
Investigative action w d to determine if there was any derogatory information and 
evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict ssertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict ssertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradic assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradic assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft evidence to contradict assertion that his disclosure of Government authored Microsoft 

ported he did not have any outside employment activities.  A review of Maryland, ported he did not have any outside employment activities.  A review of Maryland, 

employment income from any o usiness activities. WHS reported they did not have any employment income from any o siness activities. WHS reported they did not have any 
outside employment request foutside employment request f

A review of Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. wage determination records foA review of Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. wage determination records foA review of M termination records for 
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ryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. wage determination records for 
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(b)(7)(E) 

• (b )(6), (b )(7)(C) AWS 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) did not obtain JEDI Cloud �Source Selection Information� 
before the award of the JEDI Cloud contract.  Instead, AWWWSSS   iiinnnttteeerrreeested parties; obtained JEDI 
Cloud �Source Selection Information� from the USG via(l:l)(6), aa      (b)(7)( 1 uuu) nsuccessful offeror 
notification emails after the contract was awarded to Microsoft. 

(b) 6), (b)(7)(C) rrreeeported he did not have any outside employment activities.  A review of Maryland, 
Virginia, and Washington, D.C. wage determination records did not identify any outside 
employment income from any outututsssiiidedede   bbbuusiness activities. WHS reported they did not have any 
outside employment request foo(b)(6), orrr   (b)(7)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) The Defense Counterintelligence and 
Security Agency, Defense Vetting Directorate, Department of Defense Central Adjudication 
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Facility, reporteddd   ee       hhhaaas never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.(b)(6),   (b)(7)( 1 )   
most recent background investigation did not identify any derogatory information. 

A review of(l:l)(6), ff      (b )(7)(C) DDDefense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was 
conducted.  No derogatory email communications were noted. 

Neither (b)(6), (b)(?)(C) are in or have filed any federal bankruptcies. 

Criminal and financial queries were conducted.  No derogatory information was identified. 

Interviews of personnel who worked wit(b) tthhh       6), (b)(?)(C) ononon the JEDI Clloool ud ud ud prprprooocurement were 
cccooonnnducducducttteeed.  They did not have anything negative to report abou(bl(6), uuttt       (b)(7) C) TTThey considered 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) rrrelease of Government authored Microsoft FPR and TEB reports to be an inadvertent 
mistake and accident. 

Certain law enforcement database queries were conducted that are not reportable in this 
document. 

DEFENSE PRICING AND CONTRACTING INDEPENDENT REVIEW 
Following the disclosure of the Microsoft TEB Reports to AWS, Thomas Muir, Director, WHS, 
requested the Defense Pricing and Contracting (DPC), Office of the Under Secretary for 
Acquisition, and Sustainment, to conduct an independent review of the disclosure of Microsoft 
technical information to AWS.  On November 1, 2019, DPC executed an independent review. 

The DPC independent review team concluded that both the JEDI leadership team made mistakes 
as well as members of the source selection team, and the contracting staff.  These mistakes led to 
the disclosure of information to AWS, which they found to be inadvertent.  The review found no 
evidence that there was a deliberate intent to release Microsoft information to AWS.  The team 
concluded the �disclosure was a regrettable, yet direct fall-out of human error, prompted and 
made significantly more likely by individuals being asked to perform what ought to be 
painstaking and deliberate work in a rushed context, where the time pressures were a function of 
deadlines imposed without real cause.� 

STATUS OF INVESTIGATION 
Investigative action determined d d d d d d rrrrrrrelease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
accidental.  There is no evidenceee       ooovert act coincided d wwwiiittthhh   aaanynyny criminal intent nor was it 
premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidenc(b) cceee       6), (b)(?)(C) mmmade a connnsssccciiiooouuusss   dededecision 
to deliberately engage in an unlawful or negligent act, or to harm someone else. (l:l)(6),  (b)(?)(C) 

disclosure does not constitute a criminal violation of the Procurement Integrity Act or any other 
federal statute.  This matter is closed. 

A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review o efense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review o efense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was A review of Defense Enterprise Email and DDS Google Gmail accounts was 

Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked wi  the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked wi  the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI Cloud procurement were 
conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered 
Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI C curement were 
conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered 
Interviews of personnel who worked with on the JEDI C curement were 
conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report abo hey considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report abo hey considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered conducted.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered d.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered d.  They did not have anything negative to report about They considered 

elease of Government authored Microsoft FPR and TEB reports to be an inadvertent elease of Government authored Microsoft FPR and TEB reports to be an inadvertent 

Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determine release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it 

Investigative action determined elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it 

Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it 

Investigative action determined elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it 

Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined elease of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was Investigative action determined release of Microsoft technical information to AWS was 
idental.  There is no evidenc vert act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidenc vert act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided with any criminal intent nor was it 

premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincided  criminal intent nor was it 

premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision 
idental.  There is no evidence overt act coincide  criminal intent nor was it 

premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no eviden ade a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no eviden ade a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a conscious decision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a co cision premeditated or deliberate.  Furthermore, there is no evidence made a co cision 

Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, report s never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, report s never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  Facility, reported has never had his security clearance suspended or revoked.  

(b)(?)(E) 
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(b)(7)(E) 
2019000746-60NV-

INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

DEFENSE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA RESIDENT AGENCY 

4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE - SUITE 1 0D25-04 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350 

April 10, 2019 

JOINT ENTERPRISE DEFENSE INFRASTRUCTURE 
Alexandria, VA 22311 

INFORMATION REPORT/DOCUMENTS RECEIVED: On April 10, 2019, Special Agent 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) DCIS, Northern Virginia Resident Agency, received via email documents to include 
an Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) Final Rep01t of Investigation (ROI) as well as a 
Contracting Officer's Reassessment of Potential Procurement Integrity Act (PIA) Violation 
and Impact Final Report from 1 (b)(6), (b)(7)(6)(6), (b{(~WOO), (b)(7)(C) Office of General Counsel 
(OGC), Washington Headquarters Service (WHS), Pentagon, Washington D.C. (Attachment). 
The OCI ROI, and PIA Impact report was produced by 1 (b)(6), (b){"{OO'OO), (b~7~Ji), (b)(7Jt5l.ht 
Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI: (b)(G), (b)(?)~C) _ for the enterprise-wide 
JEDI Cloud acquisition (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) for the Enterprise Office of the Secretary of Defense 
division of the Washington Headquarters Services Acquisition Directorate. The documents 
provided by (b)(6), (b~a_We)insight into early discussions of JEDI and also addressed the OCI 
allegations ot termer Defense Digital Service (DDS) employee Deap Ubhi (Ubhi). The reports 
thoroughly addressed Ubhi's role regarding JEDI, provided a timeline of when he was there and 
when he began to discuss possible jobs etc. with Amazon Web Services (A WS). : (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
concluded from her investigation that no OCI existed with regards to Ubhi, there was no 
violation of the PIA, and no competitive advantage was gained by A WS during the procurement 
process. 

Attachment: 
OCI ROI and PIA Violation and Impact Report conducted by • (b)(6), (b)te)t(@ived 
from 1(b)(6), (b)(7)«6)(6), (bWH$-OGC on April 10, 2019. 

DISTR: HQ 
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CUMMINGS, STACY A. 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

DEFENSE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. RESIDENT AGENCY 

4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE, SUITE 10D25-04 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350-1500 

March 2, 2020 

SES, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 22202 

INFORMATION REPORT/CLOSED: On October 4, 2019, the DCIS, Washington, D.C. 
Resident Agency, received a referral from the DoDIG Hotline, Complaint No. 2O191OO4-
O6O742-CASE-O1, in reference to allegations against Stacy Cummings, Principal Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & 
Sustainment, Office of Acquisition Enablers. (Attachment 1) It was alleged that Cummings' 
involvement with the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) Cloud acquisition may have 
violated Title 18 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 208, Acts Affecting a Personal Interest, due to 
her ownership of Microsoft stock. DoDIG, Investigations of Senior Officials (ISO), and DoDIG, 
Audit were also involved in the investigation of this matter. 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) Washington Headquarters Services (WHS), Acquisition Directorate, 
Enterorise Office of the Secretary of Defense, was interviewed and stated that (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) for JEDI. 

(Attachment 2) (b)(6), (b)(~d the JEDI acquisition related to an enterprise wide DoD 
procurement for general cloud computing and storage services. It was determined that the JEDI 
contract would be a 10 year Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) single vendor award 
contract with a monetary ceiling value of $10 Billion. 

(b)(6), (b)(7~ed that in October 2017, at the start of the JEDI procurement process, the Defense 
Digital Services (DDS) was responsible for developing the requirements for JEDI. Sometime 
later, oversight for the JEDI procurement was transferred to the DoD Office of the Chief 
Information Officer (OCIO). In mid/late 2019, the Cloud Computing Program Office was stood 
up, and became the office in which program management for JEDI would be housed. (b)(5), (b)(?)(C) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ---~- for OCIO's Cloud Computing Program Office 
(CCPO), JEDI. 

The award of the JEDI contract came down to two vendors, Microsoft and Amazon Web 
Services (AWS). On September 27, 2019, the Source Selection Evaluation Board Chair (SSEB) 
signed the final technical report regarding the JEDI procurement. On October 3, 2019, the 
Source Selection Authority Counsel (SSAC) signed the final technical and pricing report. On 
October 17, 2019, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) United States Army, Network Enterprise 
Technology Command, agreed with the recommendations and signed the final repo1i as the 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
On October 25, 2019, the JEDI contract was awarded to 

Microsoft. 

2 

When asked about Cummings' involvement with JEDI, (b)(5), (b)(?)tfied Cummings participated in 
high-level meetings related to acquisition strategy, and these activities all occurred at the very 
end stages of the JEDI procurement process. Specifically, in September 2019, Cummings 
attended several meetings related to JEDI as a representative from the Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment. As the JEDI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 
was tasked with performing an independent investigation to determine whether Cummings ' role 
in the JEDI acquisition and the alleged conflict of interest had an impact on the pending award or 
selection for the vendor. (b)(6), (b)(~stigation found that Cummings' actions did not impact the 
pending award or selection of the vendor. (b)(5), (b)(c~ntinued stating that under the JEDI 
acquisition, Cummings had no information about the specifics of the JEDI source selection 
activities, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and she did not provide 
direct input into the actual options presented to Deputy Secretary of Defense David Norquist. 
(Attachment 3) 

Peter Ranks, Deputy Chief Information Officer (CIO), DoD OCIO, was interviewed and stated 
that on August 14, 2019, he had his first communication with Cummings regarding JEDI. 
(Attachment 4) Specifically, on behalf of Under Secretary of Defense Ellen Lord, Office of the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment, Cummings reached out to Ranks to 
obtain an update regarding the timeline of the JEDI acquisition. Ranks advised this was not an 
uncommon practice, especially due to the high visibility of the JEDI acquisition . 

Ranks advised that on or around September 13, 2019, he reached out to Cummings in order to 
obtain her acquisition expe1tise regarding the JEDI program. Ranks indicated that OCIO was 
developing multiple options related to the JEDI contract; these options were going to be 
presented to Secretary of Defense Mark Esper. (Attachment 5) These options included various 
alternative approaches the DoD could implement regarding JEDI, to include, restarting the entire 
procurement process. During his meetings with Cummings regarding the JEDI options, Ranks 
stated she suggested that contracting officials and attorneys be brought into the meetings in order 
to provide their respective expertise. 

While preparing the options for Secretary Esper, Ranks was informed that Cummings had 
Microsoft stock above the minimum threshold, and she may have a potential conflict of interest 
as it related to matters associated with JEDI. Ranks stated that no source selection information 
was discussed with Cummings. 

(b)(6), (b)(7Was interviewed and confirmed information provided by (b)(5), (bl(1¥i_~ Ranks. 
(Attachment 6) (b)(5), (b)g'j&'c~d that Cummings' role with JEDI was solely from a programmatic 
standpoint; she (Cummings) had nothing to do with source selection. While developing options
for Secretary Esper, Cummings made a suggestion regarding the contract's option years; 
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specifically, she suggested that in order for the vendor to exercise option years associated with 
the contract, DoD could highlight the importance of the vendor's duty to display high 
perfo1mance ratings. In essence, the vendor would not be simply granted the additional option 
years. (b)(6), (b)(iUt<vlsed that Cummings' suggestion was not included as an option provided to 
Secretary Esper. 

In an effort to ensure everyone involved with JEDI, to include those assisting in developing 
options for Secretary Esper, had proper ethics documentation in place (i.e. Non-Disclosure 
Agreements (ND As) and verifying Office of Government Ethics (OGE) Form 278, Executive 
Branch Personnel Public Financial Disclosure Repo1i, etc.), (b)(6), (b)(~d that on or around 
September 26, 2019, a decision was made to double-check everyone's status regarding ethics 
requirements. After these checks were completed, (b)(6), (b)(¥,)tfs) informed that Cummings may 
have had a potential conflict of interest based on her ownership of Microsoft stock. On 
September 27, 2019, (b)(5), (b)FJ~ved notice that Cummings recused herself from all matters 
associated with JEDI. 
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A review of Cummings ' 2019 OGE Form 278 revealed that she maintained Microsoft stock 
valued at "$15,001 - $50,000." (Attachment 7) Additionally, Cummings maintains stocks in 
similar monetary amounts with the following entities: (1) Apple, Inc.; (2) Chevron Corporation; 
(3) Johnson & Johnson; (4) Proctor and Gamble; (5) Starbucks Corporation; (6) Walt Disney; (7) 
Tesla, Inc. (8) The Coca-Cola Company; and (9) variety of mutual fund accounts, bonds, money 
market accounts, financial institutions, etc. 

A review of Cummings' Disqualification Statement - Financial Interest (Recusal Letter) 
revealed that on September 27, 2019, Cummings notified DoD that she had a financial interest in 
Microsoft, and she immediately recused herself from matters involving JEDi. (Attachment 8) 

Cummings was interviewed and stated although she was aware that she had stock with 
Microsoft, she did not believe she was required to recuse or disqualify herself from the JEDI 
matter because she was not a decision maker as it related to the acquisition and she did not 
participate in the source selection of the vendor. (Attachment 9) Additionally, Cummings said 
she would disagree that she maintained a substantial role in the JEDI acquisition. Furthermore, 
Cummings stated she in no way believed she had a lasting impact on the JEDI program. 
Cummings believed she followed all rules, procedures, and processes. 

Cummings stated she was very familiar with ethics training and submitting financial disclosure 
forms, to include, the OGE Form 278 and OGE Form 450, Confidential Financial Disclosure. 
Cummings confirmed that she filled out and signed her 2019 OGE Form 278. Additionally, 
Cummings informed that for approximately 10 years, she and her spouse have owned stock with 
Microsoft. Cummings advised that she and her spouse are approaching retirement, and as such, 
from approximately late summer 2019 through December 2019, they sold some of their stocks in 
order to transfer funds into more stable financial markets. Cummings recalled that she and her 
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spouse sold approximately $5,000 from many of their stocks, to include, Microsoft. A review of 
Cummings' 2019 OGE Form 2 78-T confirmed that Cummings reported the sale of several stocks 
on July 3, 2019, including the sale of Microsoft stock in the amount of $1,001 - $15,000. 
(Attachment 10) 

Cummings stated that in September 2019, she had meetings with Ranks regarding JEDI and 
options that were to be presented to Secretary Esper concerning the program; she provided her 
expe1tise concerning acquisition policies and procedures. Cummings advised Ranks that she was 
not a contracting expert, and in order to obtain information regarding that area of expertise, 
Cummings suggested that Ranks consult with contracting officials. Cummings advised that 
during these meetings concerning JEDI: (1) No source selection information was shared with 
her; (2) she was not a decision maker in the acquisition process; (3) she had no knowledge 
regarding the JEDI proposal evaluation process; (4) she had no knowledge regarding the JEDI 
source selection committee; and (5) she had no knowledge regarding the SSA. 

Cummings stated when she reviewed the options that were to be presented to Secretary Esper, 
she made two suggestions: (1) Collapse some of the information in one option into another 
because much of the information was duplicative; and (2) have a "robust communication 
strategy" as it related to performance of the contract; specifically, communicate to the public that 
in order for the vendor to exercise option years, performance would be highly rated and 
reviewed. Cummings recalled during a meeting in late September 2019, (b)(6), (b)(a):(Red everyone 
present, if it was not already done, to sign an NDA. Cummings advised she had another meeting 
to attend and did not stay for the entire meeting. Subsequently, on or around September 27, 
2019, Cummings received a telephone call from (b)(B), (b)(?)(C) _ 
DoD Office of General Counsel, Standards of Conduct Office (SOCO), who advised that she 
(Cummings) had Microsoft stock above the minimum threshold, and she may have a potential 
conflict of interest as it related to matters associated with JEDI. Cummings told (b)(B), <WJt~e 
(Cummings) could sell the Microsoft stock; however, Irvine advised Cummings to recuse herself 
from all matters related to JEDI. Upon receiving this advice, Cummings recused herself from all 
JEDI matters. 

(b)(B), (b~Nflnterviewed and stated she was responsible for submitting the DoDIG Hotline 
Complaint regarding Cummings' possible violation of conflict of interest. (Attachment 11) 
According to (b)(B), (b)e~ings' role and participation in the JEDI acquisition was very limited. 
(b)(6), (tnffale~ that Cummings did not perform any of the five activities that would constitute 
participating personally and substantially in a Federal agency procurement, as defined in the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation Pait 3 .104-1-Definitions. These activities consists of the 
following: (1) Drafting, reviewing, or approving the specification or statement of work for the 
procurement; (2) preparing or developing the solicitation; (3) evaluating bids, proposals, or 
selecting a source; (4) negotiating price or terms and conditions of the contract; and (5) 
reviewing and approving the award of the contract. However, (b)(B), (tfeill('€lltat Cummings' limited 
role in the acquisition may have constituted personal and substantial participation in the JEDI 
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procurement based on 5 Code of Federal Regulations (CPR) §2635.402(b)(4)-Disqualifying 
financial interest, which states that personal and substantial participation may occur when an 
employee provides recommendations or renders advice in a paiticular matter. 

Cummings' supervisor, Kevin Fahey, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Office of 
the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment, was interviewed and confirmed 
that Cummings ' only involvement in the JEDI acquisition was to provide input on how to 
proceed from an overall acquisition strategy and evaluating various acquisition pathways; there 
would have been no discussions regarding particular vendors. (Attachment 12) Fahey also 
confirmed that Cummings was not involved in the source selection criteria or the source 
selection evaluation process. Fahey stated while Cummings was an advisor to the JEDI 
acquisition process, she in no way played a role in the decision to select Microsoft. 

Based on the aforementioned witness and subject testimony, as well as supporting 
documentation, there was no evidence that Cummings violated Title 18 U.S.C. § 208, Acts 
Affecting a Personal Interest. Cummings had no access to source selection information and she 
did not play any role in influencing the decision to award the contract to a paiticular vendor. 
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This matter was presented to the United States Attorney's Office (USAO) for the Eastern District 
of Virginia (EDVA) for prosecutorial determination. On March 2, 2020, USAO EVDA declined 
prosecution of this matter. 

This matter is closed. 
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